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ABSTRACT
Armrest-based Assisted Chair Rise for the Elderly
by Gregory G.C. Olsen
prepared in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Degree of
Master of Environmental Design (Industrial Design) in the Faculty of
Environmental Design, University of Calgary

January, 1995
Dr. Ron Wardell, Supervisor
Keywords: ADLs (Activities of Daily Living), elderly, chair rise, features, rising armrest
grip, anthropometric, adjustable, seating.
This MDP offers an armrest-based solution to the chair rise problem facing the
aged. In this solution to the chair-rise problem adynamic armrest grip moves between the
heights demanded by the anthropometric reality of very different standing and sitting grip
heights. That is, an armrest which is the correct height to provide comfort and support
during sitting is too low to provide support through to stable standing. Several other chair
design parameters have also been identified which affect ease of chair rise. Two of these
parameters have been targeted for design solutions in this lv1DP. They are: adjustable height
armrest and adjustable seat height.
Studied are reasons why chair rise becomes difficult for certain people. The role of
the armrest in the chair rise and its importance is isolated. An armrest which provides grip
to stable standing is shown to reduce lower limb joint torque while standing and provide
stability until the user is ready to walk away from the chair.
Other chair design features which affect chair rise are studied. This section is
provided as aresource to those designing complete chairs which aim to ease chair rise.
A Design Checklist is provided as aresource for those designing any furniture item
for the institutional market (healthcare or elderly).
The Case Study involved integrating these features into the Maven chair
manufactured by Brayton International in away which was sensitive to the original design.
General manufacturing recommendations are provided, while detail design is not.
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ii. MDP Emphasis
Industrial Design is an inclusive profession. It can include design, invention,
engineering, science and avariety of arts in an often unquantifiable blend. This Industrial
Design MDP is marked by amajor component of invention. The concepts invented could
be applied to any variety of chairs from any manufacturer. The Case Study shows how
this Industrial Designer would apply the invented concepts to aclient's particular product
line. See Figure 1.1.2.
Figure 1.1.1. Maven with
fold- down arms

Figure 1.1.2 Maven with
Rising Grip arms
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1.1 Introduction
L General
This MDP offers an armrest-based solution to the chair rise problem facing the
aged. In this solution to the chair-rise problem adynamic armrest grip moves between the
heights demanded by the anthropometric reality of very different standing and sitting grip
heights. That is, an armrest which is the correct height to provide comfort and support
during sitting is too low to provide support through to stable standing. Based upon abroad
literature review, the Rising Armrest Grip concept appears to be an original solution.
Several other chair design parameters have also been identified which affect ease of chair
rise. Their impacts on the success of the Rising Grip concept have been ranked and the top
ranked two of these parameters have been targeted for design solutions in this MOP. The
three features designed and prototyped for this MDP are:
1. Rising Armrest Grip rises from the seated armrest height to
provide most users with support through to stable standing.
2. Adjustable Height Armrest
3. Configurable Seat Height

This MOP is divided into two sections:
1. Problem Definition- chapters 1through 5
2. Design- chapters 1and 2
The research and concept invention components of this MOP are found in the chapters 1.1
through 1.5.
In chapter 2.2, this MDP has adapted the Rising Armrest Grip feature, the
adjustable armrest height feature, and the Adjustable Chair Seat feature, all outlined above,
into an existing so-called institutional 'healthcare' or 'geriatric' chair line. This Case Study
has produced aworking prototyped solution for the Maven Healthcare chair from Brayton
International, adivision of Steelcase Incorporated (Figure 1.1.1). Their generous donation
of achair to this project has provided aready platform upon which to place the dynamic
armrest mechanism.
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1.2. Problem Definition- An MDP Diary
I. Goal Development
This MDP did not set out to develop an Armrest-based solution to assisted
standing. It began with the notion of designing an entire system of furniture for the aging
which embodied the most current pertinent scientific knowledge about aging. To that end a
broad literature search was performed resulting in development of aDesign Checklist for
furniture for the aging. This Checklist can be found in Chapter 1.6 and it informs decisionmaking in the detail design of Section 2, the Case Study section. Reading about avariety
of issues (including quality of life for the aged such as autonomy, independence and
mobility in Nursing Homes) led to examination of the chair rise problem facing the elderly
and the numerous detailed studies of the way people stand up from chairs. These studies
included those which examine the adaptations subjects must make when confronted with
the effects of aging. Joint angle-time information was used to inform simple two
dimensional animations of basic human figures (feet, lower and upper legs, back, arms and
head). These animations began to illustrate the ways in which support should be given to a
rising subject, and the flaws that exist with current solutions. The functional problems such
as muscular atrophy, arthritis and joint problems, balance and falls, and sensory
impairment facing the aged were then studied in detail. An early goal of this MDP was
then, to develop amechanism which more appropriately assists the aged to standing than
other available solutions.
•

These early animations suggested achair seat mechanism which mapped the users

trajectory. Other chair design features which correlate to chair rise success were also
isolated. A synthesis of the information from the literature review and the animations
eventually resulted in an armrest -based solution for assisted chair rise as the central focus
of this MDP. Safety in the well designed environment for the aged is ensured by support.
Support rails are provided in hallways, in bathrooms, and bedrooms. To continue that
theme into furniture and specifically achair made obvious sense. The armrest, which was
shown to ease chair rise by avariety of studies, could also provide support through to
stable standing by being within reach, like agrabrail, by the user when standing. To do this
the armrest must rise into place from its position of support while sitting.
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ii. The Document
Chapter 1.3 sketches the specific obstacles facing the aged person who has mobility
problems due to chair rise difficulty. It also looks at existing design solutions which assist
chair rise. Chapter 1.4 studies chair rise, develops the role of the armrest in chair rise, and
justifies the Rising Grip Solution as an assist to chair rise. The dimensions for grip rise and
armrest height adjustment are developed in this chapter. Other chair design features which
correlate to chair rise success were selected for study in chapter 1.5. The Design Checklist
is presented in chapter 1.6. The Checklist looks at furniture and its impact on people from,
the user (mobility with safety) to the caregiver (redudtion of caregiver load and strain) who
must adjust or configure the furniture for the user, to the maintenance and cleaning staffs
(ease of cleaning, repair and maintenance) in hospitals or Nursing Homes where it may be
housed, to the dealer (ease of ordering and selling correct features). The Design Checklist
is aresource which informs the design process in the Case Study section.
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1.3. Defining the Potential User
L ADLs, Mobility, and Chair Rise
The loss of functionality, or the loss of the ability to perform ADLs (Activities of
Daily Living), brings the aged into institutional housing or long term care situations
(Forbes, Jackson, Krause, 1987, p.62). The most frequently reported dread of older
persons is that health problems will interfere with their functionality (George & Bearon,
1980,

p.10) and cause the loss of mobility and independence. Statistics from the Statistics

Canada 1986-87 Health and Activity Limitations Survey (as cited in Housing Choices for
Canadians with Disabilities from the CMHC, p.6) show that 73.3% of elderly Canadians
(65+) living at home and 88.9% of those in institutions have adisability with regard to
mobility. This is defined as a "limited ability to walk, move from room to room, carry an
object for 10 metres, or stand for long periods of time."
Harris and Mayfield ( 1983, as cited in Christenson, 1990,

p.

70) found that

difficulty getting in and out of achair may contribute to general loss of mobility and
social isolation. This loss of mobility is seen by Holden & Fernie ( 1989,

p.

39) as adirect

result of the inability to effect transfers from one's own chair. In fact, mobility for the
elderly has been described simply as aseries of movements between chairs (Fernie and
Letts, 1991,p. 1). A study by Munton et al ( 1981,p. 167) of the arthritic and elderly has
shown that their ability to rise from achair is their most highly ranked factor when
considering chairs. They also found that 42% of the 379 elderly outpatients studied had
trouble rising from achair.
Finlay et al (
1983, as cited in Christenson, 1990,

p.

70) determined that in one

facility with 39 chairbound residents, appropriately designed chairs for the aging would
have eliminated aminimum of 300 lifts aday for meals and toileting resulting in amuch
greater potential for resident mobility (and reduced caregiver injuries- see Chapter
1.6.iii.2).
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ii. Autonomy and Quality of Life
A sense of control and quality of life are intimately connected (Lefcourt, 1976,
and Phares, 1976, as cited in Abeles, 1991, p.. 297). Abeles defines asense of control as
an interrelation between people's beliefs and their expectancies to achieve their goals. It is
also about the responsiveness of the environment to their behaviour. Lachman ( 1983, as
cited in Abeles, 1991,

p.304) found that people can internalize stereotypes about the

elderly (and those less capable) and that physical decrements can attack their self-images.
In alater study he (Lachman, 1986c, as cited in Abeles, 1991, p.304) found that people
were more disempowered by their view of the environment as being governed by chance
and more powerful 'others'. Both of these attacks on sense of control can be seen to effect
quality of life. Quality of life has been measured by many researchers in many domains,
but the ability to perform ADLs is common among the scales. Some examples follow:
1. The ADL index (Katz, Ford, eta!, 1963)
2. Sickness Impact Profile (Bergener, et a!, 1976)
3. Pearlman and Uhlmann ( 1988) used domains of physical function, intellectual
function, social function, emotional function and perceptions, and health status.
4. Spitzer et al (
1981) used domains of activity, daily living (ADLs), health,
support, and outlook.
Fernie ( 1991, p.143) has defined quality of life as:
1. Retention of ability to make choices (control)
2. Comparison to community standards (not the conditions one is necessarily used
to)
Some exceptional individuals such as Steven Hawking, the reknowned physicist,
are able to maintain quality of life without the ability to perform ADLs, but they are the
exception. He is completely physically disabled by ALS but with the mediation and
assistance of technology and helpers he is able to live with agreat deal of autonomy and
control. He is dependent, but not in away which attacks his self-efficacy.
The attitudes of caregivers can create dependencies which attack self-efficacy
(Kane, 1991,

p.

322) and so can design which stigmatizes the less abled (Fernie, 1991,

p.143). Regnier and Pynoos ( 1987, as cited in Christenson, 1990, p.67) reported that
ambulatory nursing home residents may spend six hours aday in achair, while nonambulatory may spend 12 hours. Chairs are amajor element in their lives. If people are
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reminded all day of their inability to simply rise from achair they are likely to lose
confidence in their ability to be autonomous.
The ability to get out of achair is one of the major factors governing
independence for the elderly and the arthritic. Difficulties may have aprofound
impact on their lives. Distress caused by
low self-esteem and frustration at
their inability to perform this
may discourage further attempts.(Munton et al,
1981, p.170).
....

...

Christensen ( 1990, p.67) offers three primary goals of chair design which increase
the user's sense of autonomy:
1. Security when sitting down into and standing up from
2. Comfort when sitting
3. Ease when sitting down into and standing up from
The first and last of these three goals will be attained by the results of this MDP.

iii. Health and Functional Reasons for Chair Rise Difficulty
1 Introduction
As outlined in the previous section, ease in rising from achair is necessary for
elder mobility (Finlay, 1983,

p.

330). Rising from achair and sitting back down into it is

one of the most basic ADLs. It is also one of the more difficult ones. A variety of
progressive changes in health and functional ability add to this difficulty for the aged.
Eighty pecent of Americans over 65 suffer from two or more chronic health problems
(U.S. Census data, 1975-80, as cited in Koncelik, 1982, p.3). Sixty four percent of
Canadians over 65 report having more than one type of disability. Of the disabled over 65
group, 35 percent reported severe disability as compared to 16 percent of the disabled 1564 year old group.These are disabilities of: mobility, agility, vision, hearing, speaking,
and cognitition. 45.5 % of Canadians had trouble with one or more ADLs ( 1992, Housing
Choices for Canadians with Disabilities,

p.

3-5). With the demographic predictions of

increased numbers of seniors, the number of disabled will increase substantially in the
next few decades. Any products designed to aid people in performance of ADLs will
have to take into account chronic health problems and sensory disabilities.
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2. Muscular Atrophy
As previously noted, Munton et al found that 42% of elderly subjects tested
found difficulty rising from achair and that 18% could not rise at all or without great
difficulty. The functional ability of the elderly, generally, is decremented from that of
younger persons. This can make standing from achair even more difficult for the elderly.
Muscular strength is known to decrease after approximately thirty years of age
(McCarter, 1978,

p.

1). The synergetic patterns for firing the leg muscles in the elderly

appear to breakdown (Woolacott et al, 1982,

p.

105). This could account for lower leg

strength found in seniors than that expected by normal reduction of muscular cross
sectional area due to aging (muscular atrophy) alone.
3. Joint Problems
The elderly are often stricken by arthritis and some have had joint replacements;
with both situations joint mobility is often reduced. The hands and wrist lose the ability to
develop and use the grip as one ages. Arthritis leads the list of chronic diseases in the
United States (National Health Survey, Bulletin 6, Sickness and Medical Care series,
United States Treasury Department, 1938). Hodge et a! ( 1986, 1989 as cited in Riley et
a!, 1991, p.T/) showed that pressures within the hip are greater for the chair rise than for
gait (walking), stair ascent and various other exercises. Berger et a! ( 1988, as cited in
Riley et a!, 1991, p.77) showed that knee torques are higher for the chair rise than for
gait or stair-ascent. Andersson et a! (
1982, as cited in Robertshaw, 1985) found, through
lumbar disc pressure studies that the lumbar spine undergoes significant stress during
standing.
4. Balance, Gait, and Falling
Balance is impaired due to loss of vestibular and proprioceptive input and
sensitivity and the loss of all otoliths by age 70 (vanDerLaan and Oosterveld, 1974 as
cited in Roberts and Fitzpatrick, 1983

). Guimaraes and Isaacs,

1980 as cited in

Overstall, 1985) have found acorrelation between falls and gait and have shown that
fallers have shorter steps than non-fallers. The elderly may come to rely on vision, which
itself is often failing, more as their proprioceptive and balance mechanisms tend to fail,
especially women (Overstall,1985,

p.

18). People who fall are more likely to be taking

prescription drugs, particularly tranquili7ers or diuretics (Campbell etal., 1981 as cited in
Overstall,1985). Postural hypotension (dizzinessassociated with standing) caused by
medications or other blood pressure problems impair aperson's ability to safely rise from
achair (Lipsitz, Lewis et a!, 1991).
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Loss of functional ability to stand from or sit into achair is accompanied by a
decrease in confidence to stand from or sit into achair safely. This loss of confidence,
called fallaphobia (Tideiksaar, 1986,

P.

89), can be disabling in itself and contribute to a

restriction of activities. This causes adownward spiral (Nickens, 1985 as cited in
Christenson, 1990, p.52) of reduced activity, mobility, and strength. This fear can be
accompanied by panic attacks, sudden anxiety, intense apprehension, afeeling of
impending doom, along with dizziness or heart palpitations when attempting afall-related
activity (Tideiksaar, 1989.

p.

90). The fear of falling is justified. Of those seniors who fall

and are injured, 50 % never fully recover (Christenson, 1990.

P.

50). Fear of falling

specifically during chair rise (egress) or chair entry (ingress) is justified as well. The
Institute for Consumer Ergonomics (Loud, P., and Gladwin, J, 1983f, as cited in
Zacharkow, 1988,

p.

226) found that in 1979, records showed that there were 494 fall

accidents in the U.K. involving Easy Chairs. Of those falls, 66% were while rising from a
chair, and 7% were while sitting down into achair. The rest of the accidents resulted from
tripping over achair or into it ( 13%), the chair tipping and the resulting fall (
5%) or
falling out of the chair (13%).

5. Age -related Sensory Changes
Actuation of the functional features of the armrest must fall within the strength,
perceptual and cognitive limitations of the least able of the aged user group. Sensory
changes begin in middle age. Selective hearing loss and reduced vision (yellowing, diminished colour, contrast and overall light sensitivity and ability to focus) occur and smell,
taste, and tactile sensations are altered. Eight percent of those over 65 have severe visual
impairment ( 1986, National Center for Health Statistics, as cited in Fernie, 1991,

p.

156).

This suggests that small controls or product status indicators should be avoided and that
any textural coding must be within age-related limits.

S. Age -related Cognitive Changes
The complexity of product operation should be minimized because of memory
and sometimes cognitive reduction associated with Alzheimer's and senile dementia. It is
reported in 10.3% of the population over 65 in Northeastern United States and 50% of
those over 85 (Evans et al, 1989 as cited in Fernie, 1991,

p

156). The 1986-87 Canadian

Health and Activity Survey found that 26% of those over 65 living in private residences
and 70.9% of those over 65 living in institutional housing had cognitive limitations for a
variety of reasons (Alzheimers, psychiatric, learning disability or delay).
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vi. Existing Solutions which Assist Chair Rise
1. Introduction
Once the problem of chair rise was isolated as the focus of this MDP, an
investigation of Rising Seat solutions was undertaken. This involved investigating
existing Rising Seat solutions and trying to improve upon them. This began with
modelling of the human body during chair rise and mapping the motion of achair-seat to
the body. The Rising Seat concept was abandoned for .anumber of reasons outlined
below. The graphical studies, reviewed in section 13.vi.5, provided some useful
information about chair rise and the design of other chair features.

2. Existing Design Solutions
Several active seat-based solutions for assisted standing are available for people
who cannot perform achair rise without difficulty or assistance. Smith et a! ( 1984, p.
265) divides them into two categories: spring-powered rising cushions and chairs which
rely on electrical motors to lift the chair and, hence, the user into astanding position.
They note problems with both types and suggest an alternative. Their alternative uses a
standard hydraulic car jack unit attached to apivoting and rising seat surface. The user or
caregiver pumps the subject up and out of the chair. The subject sits down into the chair
by releasing avalve at the handgrip portion of the pump handle commencing adescent
which is damped and speed regulated by the valve. An engineer in Vancouver with the
Tetra Development Society has developed aseat-based assistive chair rise solution which
uses acar tire inner tube inflated by an inexpensive electrically operated air compressor
to drive arising and pivoting seat platform upwards. See Figure 1.3.2. A Toronto firm,
Newman Engineering, has developed aportable air-spring driven lifting and pivoting
seat pad (Figure 1.3.L). The user places the unit on an often used chair or carries the unit
with her or him and places it down onto any sitting surface. The spring, previously set up
for that user, provides an assist by releasing the energy stored in it during the last sit
down cycle.
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Figure 1.3.1. Newman

Figure 1.3.2. Tetra Solution

Engineering Solution

3. Functional and Practical Problems with Existing Rising Seat
Solutions
Smith et a! (
1984) found that the problem with the spring-based solutions is that
they have to be set up for each individual user. This solution is not helpful in an
institutional setting where chairs in acommon area would be used by avariety of people.
Portable spring-operated seats are probably too heavy to be truly portable for the very old
and infirm.
The electrically operated chairs must be plugged into the wall outlet. An electrical
outlet is not always available and this restricts the placement of such achair in an interior
space plan. Electrically operated assistive chairs (Figure 1.3.3) are also relatively
expensive, typically two to three times the price for asimilarly upholstered easy chair.
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4. Safety Problems with Rising Seat Solutions

Figure 1.3.3

Ellis et al (1979,

p.

40) found that while motorized chairs did significantly

reduce the required joint torques needed to rise from achair, they created akind of
postural dependence. They found that the user of such achair must be taught to 'land' on
their heels upon being raised from their chair. Even if they landed on their toes the
intuitive balance finding response increased the toe generated moment in the knee and
instantaneously increased calf tension. Both of these 'landing' effects made for significant
increases on joint and muscle forces at the knee. Adaptation to 'landing' may be asmall
cost to pay for the independence gained by being able to get out of achair or it may
indeed be anew hazard. Landing on the heels places the user in an inherently unstable
standing position. As pointed out earlier in this document, the ideally balanced foot-floor
reaction for stable standing is approximately midway between the heel and toes. The
12

spring driven solutions, which all involve some combination of assisted seat rise and tilt,
all demand the same adaptation to provide asafe 'landing'.

Figure

1.3.4

The assisted descent of electrically operated chairs is also risk-laden. For chair entry
the seat is initially in atilted position; aposition which offers no horizontal support. The
user would slide off the seat if alarge horizontal pressure against the chair were removed.
See Figure 1.3.4. To provide this horizontal pressure the user must assume an unbalanced
posture with alarge horizontal component in the foot-floor contact patch. Only good
traction between shoes and the floor will prevent the feet from slipping forward resulting in
aserious pratfall. The slippery vinyl with which these chairs are typically upholstered does
not provide any grip for the user against the chair seat.
The author's work in the contract and institutional furniture business has resulted in
the experience of hearing people call electrically operated chairs: 'dumpster chairs'. The
13

The pejorative connotations and implications of that term suggest real and potential
problems of both safety and dignity associated with the use of such chair rise solutions.

5. Review of the Graphical Studies of Rising Seat Solutions
This MDP began with examination of how people sit into and stand up from
chairs. In addition to the literature review this examination involved sketch animations
using the Hypercard application on the Macintosh computer. These animations were
drawn with the limited bit-mapped graphics of Hypercard and the figures were not
necessarily dimensionally accurate. These animations were redone in Swivel.
The first animations show the figure standing up from achair (Figure 1.3.5.)
Before the figure ascends the feet are moved back. The importance of open space beneath
the chair seat has been stressed by Munton eta! (
1981, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988,
p.226) and Wheeler et a! (
1985, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p.226). When the figures
ascends and the legs straighten, the popliteal area contacts with the seat edge. The chair
must be literally pushed backwards for the user to stand up. This illustrated the
correlation of seat depth to chair rise in away that is not recorded in the literature and
suggested the Seat Tracking solution which dominated the early efforts of this MDP. The
goals of the Seat Tracking solution evolved to include features which allowed the chair
seat to:
1. Meet the user before complete descent on chair entry.
•2. Follow the user down to 100% of popliteal height.
3. Roll back, adjusting seat depth to allow support of the back, and full support of
the thighs.
4. Upon chair rise allow the feet to be placed back prior to chair rise and map the
trajectory of the thigh and cause no popliteal interference as shown in the first
animation.
Other animations explored the ideal pivot point for atilting chair, footrest
trajectories, automatic seat height adjustment, tilting and rising seat mechanisms.
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Figure 1.3.5.
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6 The User who needs the Rising Seat Solution
The rising seat solution is an appropriate and necessary design solution for those
who, in addition to balance and reduced lower limb abilities, also have hand, wrist, elbow
or shoulder weakness. As shown earlier, avariety of health problems facing the aged can
cause these limitations. Arthritis can prevent the development of auseful grip. A stroke
can render one side weak or completely ineffective. This asymmetry may not allow use of
an armrest-based solution. Muscle atrophy in the arms and/or shoulders may not allow
them to contribute to the chair rise. Flexibility problems may prevent the abduction
required to apply force to the armrests.
The armrest-based solution is, however, an alternative with distinct advantages
and differences from the rising seat solution.
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1.4. The Role of the Armrest in Chair Rise
An armrest which is the correct height to provide comfort and support during sitting
is too low to provide support through to stable standing. This is shown in Figure 1.4.1.

Figure

1.4.1.

.:.:.;..:.

...

An armrest which allows for contact throughout chair rise will be shown to provide
lower limb torque reduction and support through to stable standing. An armrest which is
height adjustable can support the arm for awide variety of users. Holden, Femie, and
Lunau ( 1988,

p.

282), citing from the findings of The Institute of Consumer Ergonomics

(1983), suggested that assistance be provided to those needing it during sitting and
standing by adjusting (raising) the armrest height so that support is provided over as much
of the rising (and sitting) manoeuvre as possible. The Institute of Consumer Ergonomics
(1983) findings state that the armrest of achair for the elderly should curve upward at the
16

Ergonomics ( 1983) findings state that the armrest of achair for the elderly should curve
upward at the grip to provide support through to stable standing. This results in avery
strange chair appearance. The grip portion of the armrest would have to be much, much
higher than the rest of the armrest. The compromise suggested by Holden, Fernie, and
Lunau ( 1988,

p.

282), that support be provided for as much of the rising (and sitting)

manoeuvre as possible, is achieved in several chairs now on the market by use of asloped
armrest or an armrest which sweeps up at the grip end of the armrest. See Figure 1.4.2.
Figure 1.4.2 (from Zacharkow, 1988, p.229)

However, even with this design feature, not all of the chair rise is supported by
contact with the armrest. In fact the user loses contact with the armrest at acritical point
in the chair rise. Analysis of anthropometric information (Section 1.4.13.) shows that this
solution cannot accommodate the extreme differences in grip height required for healthy
sitting and grip-assisted stable standing. Loud and Gladwin ( 1983, as cited in Zacharkow,
1988, p.228) also confirmed that the optimal armrest height for comfort is not the same as
the height necessary for getting in and out of achair. Finlay et a! ( 1983, p.332) found
that 52% of subjects in anursing home could not rise from an armless dining chair or a
chair with arms set at 6-7 inches from the seat. From achair with higher arms, set at 9.5
-10 inches from the seat, only 13% could not rise to astanding position.
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L The Rising Grip Solution: A Biomechanical Justification
1. Descriptions of Chair Rise
A number of studies have been made of the biomechanics of chair rise. Nuzik et a!
(1986) have recorded and analyzed the chair rise in order to define anormative chair rise
(Figure 1.4.3.). This is to provide astandard to which physical therapists can compare the
movement of apatient.
Figure 1.4.3
Normative Chair Rise
4

5

Figure 1.4.4,
Age Adapted Chair Rise
6
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Riley Schenkmann, Mann, and Hodge ( 1991) identify four distinct phases of chair
rise:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Flexion momentum phase
Momentum Transfer phase
Vertical Extension phase
Stabilization phase

Jeng, Schenkman, Riley and Lin ( 1990) identify three events and go on to prove
the reproducability of their kinematic assessment of chair rise. This establishes their chair
rise assessment technique as areliable assessment tool for studying the chair rise
impairments of patients. The three events they identify are:
1. Trunk Flexion
2. Lift-off
3. Trunk Extension
Millington et al (
1992) studied healthy elderly patients and identified the following
phases in chair rise:
1. Weight Shift
2. Transition
3. Lift
Kralj et al (
1990) have investigated the chair-rise and chair-sit motions. They
define the chair-rise and chair-sit phases as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Quiet sitting phase
Initiation phase- forward momentum generated (or not)
Seat unloading phase
Seatoff event
Ascending phase
Stabilization phase
Quiet standing phase

1. Quiet standing phase
2. Initiation phase- Transition to stooping posture
3. Descending phase- Vertical acceleration and decceleration
4. Seat loading event- Weight transfer to seat
5. Stabilization phase- Trunk and balance adjustment
6. Quiet sitting phase
They found that the average time for descent was longer at 4.62s as compared to
3.33s for ascent. They suggested that subjects might sit more slowly than they stand
because of alack of visual information and uncertainty regarding location of the seat (Kralj
et al, 1990,p.1137).
19

Alexander et al (
1991, p.M94) define the chair rise by two distinct phases. They
are punctuated by 'configurations':
1. Initial configuration-sitting
2. Phase 1
3. Maximum Anterior Head Displacement configuration
4. Phase 2
5. Fully upright configuration
Phase 1corresponds to the Initiation/Weight Shift/Trunk Flexion phase and Seat
Unloading phase in the other studies; The Maximum Anterior Head Displacement
configuration approximately corresponds to the Seatôff event in Kralj; and Phase 2
corresponds to the Ascending/Extension/Lift phase in the other studies.
2. Adaptation of Chair Rise Strategy by the elderly
Experiments by Alexander et al (
1991, p.M91) of chair rise performance
indicated that there are correlations between age and chair rise performance and that agerelated differences in chair rise strategy also exist (Figure 1.4.4.). Three groups of
subjects were used in their studies and were identified as follows: Young, Old Able, Old
Unable. Pretest screening showed the Young and Old Able subjects had no trouble rising
from achair. The Old Unable were identified as possibly having trouble rising from a
chair. All were living independently and were able to perform the basic ADLs as
measured by the Katz Index (Katz and Ford, 1963 as cited in Alexander et al, 1991, p.
M91). Mean rise time was similar in the Young and Old Able groups (Alexander et al,
1991, p.M95) but increased for the Old Unable. Using armrests, the Young took amean
time of 1.57 seconds (standard deviation of 0.23), the Old Able took 1.56 seconds
(standard deviation of 0.42), and the Old Unable took 3.16 seconds (standard deviation of
1.5). Without armrests the Young took amean time of 1.56 seconds (standard deviation
of 0.31) and the Old Able, showing reduced ability, took longer at 1.83 seconds (standard
deviation of 0.71). The Old Unable were not capable of chair rise without armrests at all.
A number of the researchers in this area stress the importance of the transfer of
momentum generated in the Initiation/Weight Shift/Trunk Flexion phase into the
Ascending/Extension/Lift phase. Riley et al (1991, p.84) claim that the timing of trunk
kinematics generate momentum and the upper body is not merely moved forward so as to
be over the floor reaction (in their healthy young sample). Kralj et al (
1990,

p.

1130) say

that if the feet are moved back and the body is moved forward, little momentum is needed
to achieve chair rise. Riley et al (1991, p.84.) suggests that the momentum generated in
the Initiation/Weight Shift/Trunk Flexion phase can in fact be transferred into vertical
20

momentum during the Ascending/ Extension/Lift phase. The results of Alexander et a! (
1991, p.M95) show that as compared to the young, the Old Able and especially the Old
Unable spend more time in Phase 1 (the Initiation/Weight Shift/Trunk Flexion phase).
They are generating less momentum because of their reduced angular trunk velocity.
Wheeler et al (1985, as cited in Millington et al 1992, p.615) reported that an older
group leaned forward 3degrees more than ayounger group during this phase. This is, as
Kralj would concur, in compensation for the lack of momentum generated. For whatever
reason, even the healthy older subjects generate less momentum and therefore place a
greater demand on their lower limb muscles during the Ascending! Extension! Lift phase.
3. Armrest dependence
The Old Able and especially the Old Unable therefore also depend more on
armrests when they are available (Alexander et a!, 1991, p.M96). As shown earlier,
many studies have confirmed that the use of armrests decreases required knee forces
(Seedholm et a!, 1976,

p.

281) and leg strength (Kelley et a!, 1985, as cited in Alexander

et a!, 1991, p.M96) during standing from achair. Schultz et al (
1992,

p.

1388) show

significant reductions in required lower limb torque when armrests are used. For the Old
Able subjects hip joint torque was reduced by 35 Nm or 36%, knee joint torque was
reduced by 12% (Ankle and shoulder joint torque increased; shoulder torque increased
from 9Nm to 32 Nm or 356%).
All groups transferred agreat deal of force to the armrests. The Old Unable
females transferred 29% of their body weight while the Old Able females transferred
18%. The force angle on the armrests for the Old Unable (
56.9 degrees, S.D. =15.8)
shows more of the force to be in the vertical direction than for the Young or Old Able.
The higher percentage of force transferred, by percentage of body weight, shows agreater
reliance on the armrest by the Old Unable than by the other groups.
4. Stability and The Floor Reaction
Although Alexander et al do not believe the differences in angle to be significant,
afurther analysis of this same experimental data by Schultz et al (
1992,

p. 1388)

correlated theoretical joint torque requirements, floor reaction locations, and armrest
reaction and thereby showed that the more vertical the armrest force, the more posterior
(rearward) the floor reaction was. The floorreaction is aforce located on the floor which
is directly below the subject's centre of mass (Figure 1.4.5.). For instance, floor reaction
location for the 50th percentile male, just prior to initiating seat rise (sitting) is 33 cm
behind the ankles (Shultz et a!, 1992,

p.

1386). Obviously the chair has to provide the
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stabilizing force to prevent the user from falling. The ideal floor reaction location for an
unsupported subject is centred between their heels and the toes. Figure 1.4.5 shows the
floor reaction below the seated centre of gravity, the armrest reaction and the floor
reaction at the foot (which will be the location after the subject leaves the chair seat). The
chair rise of the Unable Old subject can be analyzed with static analysis techniques.
Because their chair rise is slow, especially the phase where the floor reaction is moved
over the feet, the calculation of instantaneous stability at any point in the chair rise cycle
depends only on floor reaction and armrest reaction. Momentum is not aconsideration.

Figure 1.4.5

The Old Unable analyzed by Shultz et a! ( 1992, p.1390) tended to move their feet
back under the chair enough and leaned their Centres of Mass forward enough to
overcome the effect of the armrest reaction angle. This moved their floor reactions within
the zone defined by their heels and toes. The Old Unable tended to move their floor
reactions the farthest forward (toward the toes but between the heel and toes) of all the
subjects, presumably to achieve the highest level of stability against falling backward.
22

5. Joint Torque Reduction and The Critical Moment
Seat liftoff is acritical moment in the chair rise for the Old Unable. Schultz et al
(1992, p.1387) showed that the use of the armrests reduced the required joint torques for
the knee and hip. Ikeda et al (
1991, as cited in Schultz et a! (
1992, p.1389) showed that
joint torques are maximum either at or shortly after liftoff without the use of arms.
Therefore, at the moment of liftoff, the subject has to assume full joint torques at the
knee, hip, and ankle. "Postural stability seems most threatened just when liftoff from the
seat occurs" (Schultz et al, 1992,

p.1389).

Seedhoim and Terayama ( 1976,

p.

282) also

showed that all of the forces which act on the knee joint are reduced when armrests are
used during chair rise. They graphed forces by joint angle (see figure 1.4.6) and this
indicated that the peaks of force occurred much later in this chair rise cycle, closer to full
knee extension. When armrests are used the critical point in chair rise is diminished in
intensity and moved ahead (in time and knee extension angle) when the subject is more
vertical and therefore more stable.
Figure 1.4.6 (redrawn from original in Seedholm and Terayama, 1976)
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6. Eliminating the Balance/Joint Torque Reduction Trade-off
The standing strategy employed by the Old Unable along with the use of armrests,
however, does not reduce the joint torques as much as Schultz et ál believes possible.
Their theoretical calculations of armrest reaction angle suggest that application of alarger
vertical force component will reduce three out of the four lower limb joint torques, yet all
groups chose not to exert much force in the vertical direction. Since the cost of pushing
vertically is to move the floor reaction rearward (toward the heel but between the heel
and toes) which reduces stability, the subjects, especially the Old Unable, chose to
sacrifice the benefits of joint torque reduction to gain postural stability. Elimination of
the need for this trade-off is precisely the justification for the Rising Grip solution.

ii. The Rising Grip: Implications for Armrest Design
1. Introduction
The ideal chair armrest then would, during seat rise, provide maximum joint
torque reduction for the lower limbs and grip-provided support through to stable standing.
Reduction of the severity of the potential crisis at seat lift off can be effected by reducing
the amount of lower limb joint torque transferred back to the subject at the crisis point.
To maximize joint torque reduction, the work of Schultz et al suggests that the design
should allow alarge component of the force applied to the armrests during chair rise to be
vertical. To maximize stability, the design should allow this vertical force to be applied
without the user incurring the posturally destabilizing costs associated with application of
vertical force on normal armrests. By providing joint torque reduction and continued
support through to stable standing (something anormal armrest cannot provide since it is
left behind shortly after seat liftoff) the unsupported critical phase of seat rise (where the
subjecti balance is solely dependent upon astable floor reaction) is eliminated. Stability
is now divided between the grip on the armrest and the floor reaction (Figure 1.4.5.).
Since the user can depend on the armrest for stability to standing this would also
eliminate the importance of astable floor reaction (between the heel and toes but toward
the toes) allowing the user to exert astronger vertical push on the armrests. This would
then maximize the reduction of lower limb joint torque throughout astable standing
motion. The armrest design should afford the most vertical push possible. Therefore the
goal of this MDP is now clearly defined as the development of an armrest design which
provides grip-based stability to standing and the benefits of lower limb joint torque
reduction given by an armrest of appropriate height.
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2. Refining the User Profile: Strength and Flexibility
1. Introduction
Lower limb joint torque reduction is achieved by increasing shoulder torque.
Increased dependence upon the arms demands an examination of the limits of the arms and
shoulders to bear this new burden. This increased role for the arms and shoulders includes
.both strength and flexibility components.
A test rig was developed to allow observation of avariety of armrest heights and
horizontal positions. For example, observation of subjects using the rig with the armrest
grip at the Standing Knuckle height and with the armrest grip over centre of foot/floor
reaction position did show that amaximum 'push' from the armrests could only be
achieved with significant shoulder abduction as shown in Figure 1.4.7. Without abduction
the subjects' arms appeared cramped.

Figures

1.4.7
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2. Flexibility
Flexibility of the shoulder joint in abduction does reduce as aperson ages. Bassey
et al (
1989, Abstract) found that the mean flexibility ranges are about 30 degrees less for
subjects over 65 years and that half of the subjects fall below the accepted threshold of 120
degrees for adequate function. Flexibility was correlated to health status, strength, and
customary usage. This suggests that maintained or increased shoulder use could increase
flexibility. Using the Standing Knuckle Height for the armrest grip height (in the risen
position) of this MDP project, forces the user into shoulder abduction, but from
observation of videotaped chair rise attempts, the abduction appears to be approximately 90
degrees. This is within the limitations fàun4 by the Bassey et a! ( 1989, Abstract) study. A
following experimental section will show that Standing Grip Height (as defined by
Pheasant (p.'74.), as 100mm higher than Standing Knuckle Height) however does appear to
challenge shoulder abduction limits and is therefore too high.
3. Strength: Arms and Shoulders
A load is transferred to the arms and shoulders when the armrests are used to assist
chair rise. When the arms are able to move with zero degrees of shoulder abduction (as
with anormal sitting height armrest), the required shoulder extensor torque for an Old
Unable subject is 37 Nm (Schultz et a!, 1992, p.1388) which is less than the reported
available joint torque strength of 70 Nm as reported by Murray et al (1985b, as cited in
Schultz, 1992, p.1389). Schultz collected the results of avariety of studies which recorded
joint torques related to chair rise (Appendix A). All of the required joint torques for chair
rise are below the reported figures for available strength.
Required shoulder strengths of the Old Able group were the closest to the reported
mean strengths of any of the joints. This indicates that shoulder strength may be aproblem
for the very frail. Murray (
1985, p.271) reported joint torque strengths for shoulder
adduction and they too were well above the required joint torques for chair rise.
When the chair rise is attempted from the proposed Standing Grip height armrest
grip, acombination of shoulder extension, rotation and adduction or pure adduction will be
required to apply force on the armrest grips. For example, in the case of the Old Unable
subject in Schultz et al the sum of the combination of muscular activities would still be 37
Nm. Each recruited muscle group would therefore have its required contribution reduced.
Even in the case that each muscle group had to generate 37 Nm on its own, Murray (
1985,
p.271) shows that enough torque will be available to effect chair rise.
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Anderson et al (
1985) studied the wheelchair pushup from different armrest
heights. A wheelchair pushup is shown in Figure 1.4.8. All of the attempts involved
predominantly shoulder adduction (rotation down from an abducted position). Muscle
activity for men and women differed. Much higher muscle tensions existed in the
females' muscles at all heights; this corresponds with the fact that women have less
strength. The optimum initial shoulder abduction angle to achieve the wheelchair pushup
was found to be 90 degrees. The lowest levels of muscle activity were recorded for this
angle.

Figure 1.4.8 Photo of Wheelchair Pushup (Anderson ci al, 1985)

With the trunk forward in preparation for the Ascending/ Extension/Lift phase of
chair rise, using the Standing Grip height armrest grip of the MDP project, the shoulders
are abducted at approximately 90 degrees. This shows that the Rising Grip Solution
maximizes the use of available arm and shoulder strength. It also suggests that women
will be less able to reduce their lower limb joint torques using an armrest than men.

4. Strength: Lower Limbs
Schultz et al feel that strength of the lower limbs is sufficient for even the Old
Unable to effect chair rise given their lower limb strengths. This is stated in the face of
widely available evidence, some of which has been presented in Chapter 1.3, that chair
rise is asignificant problem for the elderly.
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3. Determining Rising Armrest Grip Specifications
Keywords:
Risen Grip Height
Standing Knuckle Height
Standing Grip Height
Sitting Armrest (or Elbow) Height
Grip Rise Height
1. Introduction
To provide aconstant grip during rise to stable standing, the armrest grips of this
l'4DP project must rise an appropriate amount for ea6h user. They must be able to rise to
and be set at ahigher Risen position from alower position defined as the Sitting Armrest
Height (relative to floor or seat). The armrests used in the study by Aleiander et a!
(1991, p.M92) allowed the subjects upper arm to hang vertically and the forearm to be
horizontal while sitting. The armrests were perfectly adjusted for the anthropometry of
each individual subject.
The Risen Grip Height is the height of the armrest grips for stable standing. This
can be determined from anthropometric data. A number of alternative calculations could
be used to determine aheight at which the user's grip is effective. Although Pheasant
(1986, p.74) recommends adding 100mm to the Standing Knuckle Height to determine
the Standing Grip .Height for grab rails and other supportive devices, the Standing
Knuckle Height has been shown earlier with the test jig to push the limits of user
flexibility. The Standing Palm Height (Holden and Fernie, 1989, p.42) is an alternative
height for gripping devices. Holden and Fernie, and Pheasant used figures from the
Institute of Consumer Ergonomics.
Testing was done in this section to determine the effect of Risen Grip height
variation on the amount of force one could apply to the armrests. This is to test a
suggestion by Holden and Fernie (1988) that armrest height may compromise the amount
of force one can apply to the armrest during standing.
A variety of chair dimension standards can be used in conjunction with Link
diagrams of limbs (lengths from the data) connected by simple joints to give an
approximation of what the Sitting Armrest Height (from the floor) should be (Figure
1.4.9.). The difference between Sitting Armrest Height and Risen Grip Height is the
amount (Grip Rise) that the armrest grip must rise to provide support from sitting through
to stable standing.
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Figure 1.4.9 Basic Dimensions: The Chair and the User
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2. Anthropometrics: Risen Grip Height
Table 1.4.1, following, shows figures for the Risen Grip Height from avariety of
sources. Figures from Pheasant entitled 'British Adults' are approximations based on data
collected by OPCS ( 1981, as cited in Pheasant, p. 82) and Knight (
1984, as cited in
Pheasant,

p.

82). These figures are scaled for the shrinkage due to aging based upon

shrinkage factors developed from Stoudt et al (
1965, as cited in Pheasant,

p.

83). Figures

entitled 'Elderly People' use data from The Institute of Consumer Ergonomics ( 1983, as
cited in Pheasant, p.83). Pheasant's recommended addition of 100mm to Standing
Knuckle Height to achieve standing Grip Height is applied to both of the figures for
'Elderly People' and 'Adults 65-80 Years'. Robert's ( 1960, p.323) figures are included as
are Holden and Fernies'(1988, p.42). Holden and Fernies' are closer to Pheasant's
Standing Grip Height figures suggesting that they include the additional 100mm
recommended by Pheasant. Other dimensions from these data sources will be used in the
calculations to determine Sitting Armrest Height.
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Table

1.

1.4.1

Risen

Grip

Pheasant: ' British

Height

Adults

Alternatives ( In

65-80'

fern.
percentile

5th.

mm)

male

50th.

95th.

5th

50th

95th

705

760

670

730

795

805

860

770

830

895

Standing knuckle height
p.lo9Pheas.

645

Standing Grip Height
knuckle+100

2.

745

Pheasant: ' Elderly

People'
fern.

percentile

5th.

male

50th.

95th.

5th

50th

95th

680

745

640

715

785

780

845

740

815

885

Standing knuckle height
p.11OPheas.

610

Standing Grip Height
knuckle+100

3.

710

Roberts: ' Elderly

British

Females'
mean

s.d.

Standing grip
mm

height (fist

701

holding

47.498

height)

4.

Holden

percentile

and

Fernie: ' Elderly
-10 . 10.-25

Population'

25-75

75-90

689-

724-

793-

724

793

831

90-

Floor to Palm
Standing

689

831
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3. Maximizing Armrest Affordance as afunction of Risen Grip Height
Holden, Fernie, and Lunau ( 1988,

p.

282) wrote that the armrest design must not

compromise chair rise. They must have suspected apotential conflict between armrest
grip height and lower limb joint torque reduction (force applied to the armrest).

1. Test Hypotheses

This suggests astudy which examines the relationship between the armrest
position and the amount of force that the user is able to apply to the armrest grips. This
will roughly determine whether the compromise Femie, Holden and Lunau ( 1988,

p.

282)

suggest as apossibility actually exists.

2. Test Apparatus

The test jig constructed to observe flexibility limitations during chair rise was
modified to determine the amount of vertical force applied to armrest grips also as a
function of armrest grip height. One of the jig's arms enclosed apressure sensitive resistor
which formed part of avoltage divider. Since the resistor was sensitive to small forces, a
spring in the armrest deloaded the resistor of most of the pressure. The output of the

voltage divider, proportional to the armrest pressure, was fed to apeak detection circuit.
This circuit stored the maximum voltage achieved on a1000 microfarad capacitor on the
output of aunity gain voltage follower operational amplifier circuit. Then the voltage was
recorded with adigital volt meter. Only the maximum voltage (pressure) was recorded. A
calibration curve is shown in Appendix D. For asecond set of results, the output of this
circuit was connected to aCampbell Scientific 21X digital event recorder to record the
voltage generated by armrest force during the entire chair rise event.

3. Test Design

The armrest height for the study varied between alow of the Sitting Armrest
Height (forearm horizontal) and ahigh of the Standing Grip Height (as defined by
Pheasant to be 100mm above Standing Knuckle Height). The horizontal grip position was
set at the seat edge, approximately over the foot floor reaction so that the armrest force
could be applied in the vertical direction.
Slow chair rises of approximately three seconds were attempted to avoid
momentum and subjects were asked to place as much vertical force on the armrest as
possible. This was an attempt to isolate armrest affordance (armrest force) as a
dependent variable. Armrest height was the independent variable. Greater force on the
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armrest shows agreater dependence on the armrest and an armrest height which affords
more dependence.
Two subjects were used for each method of data recording Equipment failure
compromised the results of one subject for each session.

4. Test Results

The test recording voltages on the digital voltmeter suggest that increasing
armrest height may be somewhat inversely correlated with armrest affordance. The
correlation is not large though. The awkward arm position reported by the test subject in
the +200mm armrest height (close to Pheasant's Standing Grip Height) eliminates this
high position from consideration anyway. For the position which moves the armrest 100
mm forward of the seat edge, vertical force was difficult to apply. Extreme forward lean
was required, but the subject still tended to pull back on the grip (from observation since
horizontal force was not recorded) more than push down on it. The test recording using
the digital data recorder shows in Graph 1.4.1 that force is applied to the armrests for a
shortertime when the armrest is at Sitting Elbow Height. This reinforces the basic
premise of the Rising Grip Solution. Force is applied to the armrest at this height, but it
ends too soon as the hands leave the armrest grip in mid-chair-rise.
Forces were beyond the range of the sensor so the resultant clipping of the force
curves do not allow observation of maximum forces. Due to the qualitative and not
quantitative usefulness of the data from the digital event recorder (shown in Graph 1.4. 1)
the tedious conversion to units of force was not performed.
The results in Table 1.4.2 showed some variation in maximum armrest force at the
different armrest heights, the standard deviation from the results above was 3.35% of
body weight. The suggestion by Holden, Fernie, and Lunau ( 1988,

p.

282) that armrest

force may be compromised by armrest height is mildly supported by this result. However,
this conclusion assumes that abduction is an acceptable user adaptation. Extreme
abduction is not acceptable, as in the case of aged users with flexibility limitations. In this
case acompromise maximum height must be chosen which limits abduction to acceptable
limits. In this experiment, that compromise seems to be the 100mm over Sitting Elbow
Height grip height. It is so close to Standing Knuckle Height for the subjects tested that
Standing Knuckle Height is the compromise height chosen as the designed Risen Grip
Height for this MDP design. Unless unusual individual anthropometry forces the initial
shoulder abduction into angles beyond the flexibility of the individual, the subject using a
grip at Standing Knuckle Height should be able to apply significant force on the armrests,
thereby reducing his or her required lower limb torque.
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Graph 1.4.1
Applied Armrest Force during Chair Rise
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Table 1.4.2.
Force on armrests for One Subject

I.

Horizontal position

is over the seat edge for A, B, C

Vertical height

Elbow ht. Plus 100mm

Rise Attempt#
1
2
3
4
5.
6
7
8
9
10
Sum

Ave ra ge
subjeC. mass
Force (N)
%bodywt

)

A

B

3.1
3.5
3.3
3
3.6
2.8
3.7
2.8
2.4
3.5
4
3.4
3.3
2.8
4.1
2.9
4
3
3.5
3.1
36.2
29.6
3.622.96j
.795
79.55
182.7
142.59
23.43

,

18.29

100mm ahead

Plus 200mm
C

Plus 100mm
0

2.7
3
3.1
2.3
2.8
2.4
2.6 .
2.4
2.5
3
3.1
2.6
2.8'
2.5
2.9
2.7
2.7
3
2.8
2.6
28.8
25.7,
2.88 ..2.57
.
7955
.
133.81
120.37
17.14

15.43

Lack of scientific rigour limits the reliability of the conclusions of this test but it
loosely indicates, especially in the results recorded by the digital data recorder, that the
higher armrest position offers alonger time period of applied force and therefore a
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reduced lower limb workload during standing. The 100mm above Sitting Elbow Height
position was approximately the

StandingKnuckle Height for the test subjects in the

digital recorder test.
6. Test Limitations

The test was not ascientific study as it did not follow the rigour required by the
scientific method. It was intended as adesign tool by adesigner, not by ascientist. Its
results are indicative, not conclusive. Experiments in the field of Biomechanics
correlating armrest grip position to armrest force angle and floor reaction would
accurately determine the ideal grip position during chair rise to maximize lower limb
joint torque reduction.
4. Calculation of Sitting Armrest Height

1. Introduction

Two methods have been used to determine the Sitting Elbow Height. The first
uses published recommendations of other authors to determine armrest heights relative to
the floor. The second uses anthropometric data from Pheasant ( 1986), The Institute of
Consumer Ergonomics ( 1983, as cited in Pheasant, 1986,

p.

110) and Roberts ( 1960) to

piece together linked body segment diagrams of users in the various percentile groups.
Simply adding body dimensions is simplistic and not necessarily appropriate. Pheasant
(1986, p.27) claims that an entirely 95th percentile person is an impossibility for
example. The variations in body proportion show that someone with a95th percentile in
one dimension will not necessarily have all or any other dimensions that are 95th
percentile. Use of this method is practical however, and the manniquins Pheasant presents
in Bodyspace are constructed from his percentile dimensions.

2. Sifting Elbow Height from Published Guidelines

A variety of armrest dimensions have been collected by Wardell ( 1991, p.109)
Table 1.4.3. These dimensions are all ranges. This implies aneed for armrest height
adjustability.

3. Sitting Elbow Height from Anthropometry

The anthropometric information from Pheasant, Roberts and the Institute of
Consumer Ergonomics will be used to determine Sitting Armrest (Elbow) Height
dimensions in the Table 1.4.4.
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Table 1.4.3.
Sitting Armrest Height Standards collected by Wardell
Standard

Height from Seat
ANSI
BS5940
20-25cm
CEN
21-25cm
CSGB
20-25cm
CSA
20-25cm
••
DIN
21-25cm
SS
21 -25cm
Humanscaie18-25cm
Panero
20-25cm
-

Seat Height
35-52 cm.
38-53
43-53 cm.
38-52 cm.
42-54 cm.
38-51 cm.
35-52 cm
36-51 cm.

Armrest heigtit
from floor

57-78 cm
63-78 cm
58-77 cm
63-79 cm
59-76 cm
53-77 cm
56-76 cm

5. Calculation of Grip Rise

Grip Rise height is calculated in Table 1.4.5 by finding the difference between
Risen Grip Height and Sitting Armrest Height.
The Grip Rise in an ideal Rising Grip mechanism would be programmed for each
user. This may not be possible in an affordable mechanism. Other chair features may not
be adjustable either. The smallest women will probably not have chairs with 330mm seat
heights available. The women in the Roberts study all sat on a432mm chair although
their mean popliteal height was 385mm. Using their popliteal height as the chair seat
height their ideal Grip Rise Height would be 124.19mm. This is now in the same range as
the other figures calculated. The 77mm figure calculated from the Roberts data shows
that sitting on achair that is too high, with acorrectly adjusted armrest height reduces the
required Grip Rise height. The chair seat height, armrest height, and Grip Rise are
inextricably bound together. Ideally they are all adjustable. This designer's
recommendations for asingle non-adjustable Grip Rise specification is that the figure
should be approximately 100mm.
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Table

1.4.4.

Sitting

Elbow

Height

'Brit.

Adults

65-80

Pheasant

fern.

male

5th

50th

95th

5th

50th

95th

475

535

590

520

570

625

upper arm length+

295

320

350

320

350

385

popliteal height+

355

395

440

385

425

470

25

25

25

25

25

25

535

610

680

585

645

710

sitting shoulder ht.

-

Shoe correction

'elderly

people'

Pheasant

fern.

male

5th

50th

95th

5th

50th

95th

445

515

585

495

555

615

upper arm length+

280

310

345

305

345

380

popliteal height+

330

380

430

365

415

470

25

25

25

25

25

25

495

585

670

555

625

705

sitting shoulder ht.

-

Shoe correction

'elderly

British

Females'

Roberts

armrest height+

inch

mm

mean

s.d

7.57

1.21

mean

s.d.

192 30.7
3

seat height=

17

432

Sitting Armrest height

25

624
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Table

Grip

1.4 .
5.

Rise

'Brit.

Height

Adults

65-80

Pheasant

fern.

Standing knuckle height

male

5th

50th

95th

5th

50th

95th

(p.74 Pheasant)

645

705

760.

670

730

795

Sitting Elbow Height

535

610

680

585

645

710

Rise ll0

95

80

85

85

85

Grip

'elderly

people'

fern.

Pheasant

male

5th

50th

95th

5th

50th

95th

Standing knuckle height

610

680

745

640

715

785

Sitting Elbow Height

495

585

670

555

625

705

Rise 115

95

75

85

90

80

Grip

'elderly

British

Females'

Roberts

mean

s.d.

(fist carrying height)

701

47.5

Sitting Armrest height

624

Standing grip height

Grip

Rise

77
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4. Armrest Height Adjustability
1. Introduction

The need for an adjustable height armrest has been shown in the previous section
entitled: Determining Rising Armrest Grip Specifications. Other reasons have been found
to support the inclusion of this feature in achair armrest and these follow.
2. The Armrest and Health Issues
The use of properly adjusted armrests can reduce sitting pressures. Swearingen et
a! ( 1962, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p.256) found that areduction of 12.4 % of body
weight was achieved by the addition of armrests to ahorizontal seat surface. Brattgard
and Severinsson ( 1978, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p.256) found that correctly adjusted
armrests reduced ischial pressures by 25-30%. This resulted from:
1. Decreased body weight on the seat platform
2. Prevention of aslumped posture (kyphosis) from support of the upper trunk
through the arms and by the armrest.
3. Use of the armrest holding the upper trunk in amore supported position against
the upper backrest
The effect of armrest support on trunk posture was recorded by Nasaselo et a!
(1985) using forearm supports. The test armrests were inclined 8degrees. Pressure was
exerted on the armrests and the posture was more inclined and supported. Andersson et al
(1975,

p.

115) found that the use of armrests decreased internal disc pressure. Those who

have had strokes especially need support from an armrest to prevent deterioration or
injury of ahemiplegic shoulder (Batchelor and Farmelo, 1975; Rajaram and Holtz, 1985;
as cited in Holden et a!, 1988, p.282).
3. The Armrest and Comfort
The armrest height above the compressed seat cushion is determined by
anthropometrics for this MDP project. Some studies, though, have established a
subjective element in the preference for armrest height. In Le Carpentier ( 1976), the
preferred armrest height of the test subjects (mean Age of 67.7, S.D. 3.0) was 6.3 inches
(S.D. 0.6) while their mean seated elbow height was 8.7 inches (S.D. 1.1). This test also
showed that the preferred seat depth is greater than the mean buttock-popliteal length.
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Only slouching can accommodate this apparent paradox. Slouching would bring the
elbows down to make contact with the armrests. Comfort and health appear to be at odds
in this study. Munton et al (
1981, p.169) found in their study of problems associated with
the use of easy chairs by the elderly that 31% used armrests and that 14% thought that the
armrest height was the wrong height for chair rise.
4. Anthropometrics: Armrest Height Range

Harris and Mayfield (as cited in Fricice and Worrell, 199 1) make aclaim for an
armrest 190-210mm above compressed seat height. Holden and Fernie ( 1989)
recommend a250mm armrest-seat height for astatic lounge chair for the elderly. A
minimum height of 240 mm is given. Holden et a! (
1988) simply suggest support of the
elbow. This would imply that the armrest should be adjusted to the sitting elbow height,
whatever it may be. Wardell has collected anumber of chair dimension standards. These
are shown in Table 1.4.3. (and in Appendix B, Table F). Roebuck (
1975, as cited in
Wardell, 1991,

P.

113) said that the armrest height could be 2.5-Scm higher than the

seated elbow height. This is because auser can adapt to ahigher armrest, but not to a
lower one. Femie and Letts ( 1991, p.100) say, "people generally do not sit like the
sphinx, with arms stretching forward; they sit with arms comfortably folded toward the
midline". An armrest which is higher than recommended, but rounded on the inside
surface could accommodate this sitting strategy. Recommendations for the adjustable
armrest height range follow.
The range indicated in Table 1.4.7., of 150-270mm, is broader than any of the
recommended standards. Using the correction suggested by Roebuck that armrest height
could be 25-50mm higher than elbow height, the range could be reduced to as little as
200 to 270mm. This reduced range would make the armrest higher than recommended for
the smallest user. The Grip Rise specified previously is lower than recommended for the
smaller female user, so the two differences may balance, resulting in an appropriate
height for Rising Grip assisted chair rise.
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Table 1.4.7. Elbow Height above chair seat from data in Pheasant
Armrest

Height

from

Compressed

Pheasant

fern.

Adults 65-80
Height ( mm)
Height (inches)

Institute

Seat

of

mate

5th

50th

95th

5th

50th

95th

165
6.50

210
8.27

260
10

175
6.89

220
8.66

270
10.63

Consumer

Ergonomics

'Elderly People'

5th

fern.
50th

95th

5th

male
50th

95th

Height ( mm)
Height (inches)

150
5.91

205
8.07

250
10

160
6.30

215
8.46

270
10.63
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1.5. Other Chair Design Features which Correlate with
Chair Rise
LIntroduction
The dynamic armrest concept suggested in this MDP is aunique solution to
provide assistance to those who need it while standing or sitting into achair. It is not,
however, likely to help as many people as it could unless it is incorporated into achair
which is complementary. Armrest Height adjustment, for instance, has been shown to be
asuch astrongly correlated feature that it is strongly recommended for inclusion into the
proposed armrest mechanism. There are many other parameters of chair design and some
of them directly affect chair rise performance. When designing achair, these parameters
should be specified systematically to achieve the best compromise of chair rise
performance, healthy posture, safety, and comfort. For example, Finlay et a! (
1983,
p.334) said that subjects in their study did not benefit from proper armrest height if the
seat height was too low. The following sections will illustrate that research has shown
that seat height, seat slope, and backrest slope, if optimized for chair rise, can conflict
with comfort, healthy posture, and safety. Varying levels of conflict or compromise may
arise between chair design parameters because of differences in achair user's stature,
health status, mobility, and subjective comfort needs.
Review of each parameter to follow will include some or all of the following
categories: chair rise, chair entry, health, comfort, and solutions to competing needs.

ii. Seat Height and Depth
1. Seat Height, Depth and Chair Rise Performance
Seat height (
as apercentage of heel to knee, or seated popliteal, height) affects
chair rise performance and the forces within the lower limbs. Ellis et a! (
1984 as cited in
Rodosky et al (
1989, p.266) showed that tibeofemoral forces increase with decreasing
chair height reaching amaximum of approximately five times body weight at the lowest
height they studied. Rodosky et a! (
1989) chose four chair heights as apercentage of
their subjects' heel to knee heights: 65%, 80%, 100%, and 115%. They determined that
knee moments (torques) were approximately 50% lower for the highest chair than for the
lowest. Hip moments were approximately the same and they recommend the use of
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armrests to reduce the hip moments. Burdett et a! (
1985, p. 1180) compared anormal
chair with aseat height of 43 cm ( 16.9 in.) with aseating product called the E-Z Chair. It
had aseat height of 65cm (
25.6 in.), or 168% using anthropometric information from
Roberts ( 1960, p.323). This chair included a moveable footrest to support the otherwise
dangling feet. They found that joint moments were reduced with the use of armrests with
the normal chair, about the same amount with the use of the higher chair, and even further
reduced with the use of armrests and the higher chair.
The thesis by Conne Robertshaw (
1985) showed that lower seat heights, where
the knee angles were less than 90 degrees, significantly increased activity in the trunk
muscles and triceps brachii (when arms were used). Muscular activity is an indicator of
effort. Her study used activity of the erector spinae muscle group during chair rise as
indicative of spinal stress and thereby correlated spinal stress to seat height.
A study of hotel lounge chairs by Fricke and Worrell ( 1990, p.93) found that none
of the twenty chairs they measured at twelve Melbourne hotels (all of which catered to
elderly bus tour travellers) satisfied height requirements for ease of chair rise (as
developed by Harris and Mayfield ( 1983)).
Seat heights should include acorrection for shoes. Pheasant ( 1986, p.70) suggests
acorrection of 25 mm for adult men and 45 mm for adult women. See Table 1.5.1.
Diffrient ( 1974) suggests acorrection of 25mm. Elderly females are unlikely to wear high
heels for stability and safety reasons so the 45mm correction is likely inapplicable.
By graphing the national popliteal heights to the national standard for
recommended seat height for avariety of nations, Wardell ( 1991, p.112) has shown that
recommended seat heights do vary from the popliteal height in anumber of national
standards. He only concludes that anthropometry alone is not the determinant for
recommended seat height. Cornell ( 1988a and 1988b as cited in Wardell ( 1991, p.113)
found that seat height was adjusted much higher than anthropometry would have
predicted. Bendix ( 1986, as cited in Wardell, 1991, p.113) found that subjects preferred
seat heights 3-5 cm higher than predicted. Wardell raises concerns about the bases for
dimensional standards.
Recommended seat heights also usually refer to compressed seat height. A thin,
firm seat cushion foam may compress to the same height as athick soft one, but the thick
soft one can provide an unstable platform from which to push off thereby making chair
rise difficult (Laging, 1966; Norton et a!, 1975; Finlay et al. 1983; Clark and Faletti, 1985:
as cited in Zacharkow,

p.

228).
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Norton et a! ( 1975, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p.227) and Munton et al (
1981,
as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p.227) show that the greater the seat depth the greater the
effort in rising.
Table 1.5.1
Seat (pcpliteal) Height
Pheasant
Adults 65-80
Po.liteal mm
Popliteal (inch)
Shoe Correction
Seat Height (mm)
Seat Height (inch)

5th fern.
355
13.98
25
380
14.96

.

fern. 95th fern.
395
440
15.55
17
25
25
420
465
16.54
18

t5oth

5th male
385
15.16
25
410
16.14

50th male 95th male
425
470
16.73
18.50
25
25
450
495
17.72
19.49

Ii.

Institute of Consumer_Ergonomics
'Elderly People'
5th fern. 50th fern. 95th fern. 5th male 50th male 95th male
Popliteal (nirn),I.339 I.389
.430
365
.
.41 •
5470
Pqpliteal (inch)
12.99 _14.96
17
14.37
16.34
18.50
Shoe Correcti on
25
..
25
2525
2•
.
5
355
Seat Height
405 .... 5.5
390
440
495
Seat Height (inch)
1 13.98
15.94
17.91
1 15.35
17.32
19.49
...

2. Seat Height and Chair Entry Performance
Safe chair entry can be compromised by incorrect seat height. Computer
animation of linked segment human models sitting into seat heights greater than 100% of
heel to knee height, (Figure 1.5.1), illustrate that the posterior thigh strikes the seat edge
first and first full contact with the chair does not provide full support for the entire
posterior thigh. In addition, the buttock region is not initially back against the backrest,
and the lower back is unsupported. The user must shimmy back along the seat until
proper support for the thigh and lower back is achieved. Because the user cannot reach
the ground, the legs cannot be used to push back into the chair, it must all be done with
the arms and shoulders. Even without astudied analysis of this process it is obvious that
this is not an ideal chair entry.

3. Seat Height and Health Issues
The E-Z Chair studied by Burdett et al illustrates the limitation of the strategy of
raising the seat height to ease chair rise performance. This chair has afootrest because
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without foot support, the feet dangle. Andersson et a! (
1975,

p.1

12) found that

unsupported feet reduce intradiscal pressure but hasten the onset of back muscle activity.
Burdett et al ( 1985) did however find that the high seat of the E-Z Chair reduced hip and
joint angle excursions. This could have benefits for those with limited joint mobility or
painful arthritis.

Figure 1.5.1

Table 1.5.2
Seat height Dimensions Collected by Wardell ( 1991 )
Standard
ANSI
BSI
CEN
CGSB 1fixed
CGSB 2 fixed
CSA
DIN
SF1
SS
Humanscale
,Pan era
Oborne
Schm idtke
Pheasant

H&tn (Inches)
Height Range .(cm,)
Low
High
Low
High
15.98
20.47
40.6
52
16.54
19.69
42
50
15.35
21.26
39
54
14.17
17.13
36
43.5'
16.14
20.08
41
51
14.96
20.47,
38
52
16.54'
21.26
42
54
21.26
54
15.35
39
20.08.
15.35
51
39
13.78
20.47
52
35
14.17
20.08
51
36
14.96
20.87
38
53
16.93
19.69
43
50
14.96
20.87
38
53
14.96
21.06
38
53.5
.
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This author suggests that chair height of 100% of (shoe corrected) popliteal height
would provide the best compromise of both easy chair exit and chair entry. This height
would also distribute the user's weight between the ischial tuberosities and thighs during
sittings Bush ( 1969,

P.

213) showed that pressure on the thighs increased when the feet

were unsupported, while pressure on the ischial tuberosities decreased. Pressure on the
thighs could result in thrombosis or reduced circulation to the lower extremities. Pressure
on the ischial tuberosities can result in decubitus ulcers. The possibility of fine
adjustment of seat height based upon the subject's risk for either of these ailments would
be ideal.
Holden and Fernie (1989,

p.

43) recommended aseat height of 470mm while the

popliteal heights of the majority of subjects' were 416mm. This seat height was
approximately 113% of median subjects' popliteal heights. This results in dangling feet
for half of the potential users. They recommend abetter footrest design which would
support dangling feet without creating atripping hazard.
A seat which is too deep will not allow the backrest to provide support. The chair
seat edge will contact the user's popliteal area if the seat is too short. Nerve entrapment of
the peroneal nerve may occur. Reddy ( 1986, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p.234) states
that permanent nerve damage can occur from various aspects of posture and interferences
with chair features in an aged user group. Reduced seat depths place more weight on the
user's buttock area, increasing the skin pressure over the ischial tuberosities and risk of
decubitis ulcers (Bush, 1969,

p.

211).

4. Seat Height and Comfort
Le Carpentier's ( 1976, p.218) study of easy chairs correlated dimensions to
comfort and found that the preferred seat height was 1.5 inches lower than heel to
popliteal height. Preference is not necessarily congruent with easing chair rise, chair rise
not being aconcern for normally functioning younger adults.
5. Variable Seat Dimensions: Solutions to Competing Needs
Several chairs on the market aimed at the 'Healthcare' or Geriatric' sector are
height configurable, that is they can be configured for aspecific user prior to use. This is
not an adequate solution in acommon area where avariety of users will use the chair.
Ideally achair would automatically or easily adjust to 100% of popliteal height for any
user during their chair entry. Furthermore, to ease chair egress, the ideal chair would rise
to more than 100% of popliteal height prior to attempted chair rise without generating the
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'landing' problems associated with existing 'rising seat' solutions. See Appendix E for an
automatic seat height mechanism concept.
Adjustable or configurable seat depth would be ideal. Early animations for this
MDP explored seat depth mechanisms which automatically set seat depth. See Appendix
E for an automatic seat depth mechanism concept.
Margaret Christenson ( 1990,

pp.

83-85) suggests that chairs be purchased with a

variety of seat heights (and other features varied accordingly) to accommodate the full
range of potential users in an institutional setting. Her dimensional recommendations
formula for the numbers of each dimension are reproduced in Appendix B. She claims
that over 90 percent of residents in an institutional setting can be accommodated with a
correctly fitting chair using her selection ratios.

iii. Seat Slope
1. Seat Slope and Chair Rise Performance
Seat slope also affects chair rise performance. Wheeler et al ( 1985, p. 25) found
that rising from achair especially designed for the comfort of the elderly was in fact more
difficult than from aso-called standard armchair. Difficulty was defined by increased
mean chair rise time and activity of the vastus lateralis (thigh) and medial triceps brachii
(arm) muscles. The most marked difference between the chairs was the seat slope and
armrest height. The seat slope for the standard and special chairs measured 1.82 degrees
and 8.97 degrees respectively. The armrestheights for the standard and special chairs
respectively were 24.0 cm and 13.7 cm. Obviously the hands left the armrests much
sooner for the special chair than for the standard chair, and the other muscles involved in
chair rise, had to make up the difference. The value of the Wheeler et al study to make
recommendations about the specifics of chair design for the elderly is questionable since
it did not isolate chair design features, but the authors suggest that seat slope potentially
increases difficulty because the subject's centre of mass is farther back. A side elevation
view of asubject in achair with asloped seat would show that the effect of asloped seat
is essentially the same as placing the subject in achair with aseat height which is less
than the knee to heel height. In either case the knee angle of the subject is less than 90
degrees, and therefore the chair rise problems and high biomechanical forces associated
with low seat heights apply. This suggests then that, in combination with the ideal seat
height ( 100% of heel-to-knee height), ahorizontal seat provides the best condition for
easy chair rise. The Institute for Consumer Ergonomics ( 1983, as cited in Holden et a!,
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1988, p. 282) recommend areduced seat slope because asteep seat slope presents
considerably greater difficulty for the weak elderly to exit from achair.

2. Seat Slope and Health Issues
Holden and Fernie ( 1989,

p.

40) found that a9degree seat angle resulted in the

highest level of safety and correct posture. An inclined seat is also recommended to
prevent the user from sliding out of the seat or into akyphotic or slumped seating posture.
Fernie and Letts ( 1991, p.98) suggest that this is especially important for geriatric users.
Textured upholstery fabrics also provide resistance to sliding forward. For activities in
which forward leaning is required and little use of the backrest is made (table-based
activities such as eating and game playing), Kroemer and Robinette ( 1968, as cited in
Zacharkow, 1988, p. 208) recommend ahorizontal seat with adepression for the ischial
tuberosities (Figure 1.5.2.). The depression prevents the user sliding forward and the
horizontal seat minimizes backward rotation of the pelvis. Kyphosis results from leaning
forward when the pelvis is rotated backward. A longitudinal study by Milne et al (
1983,
p.231) reaffirmed astrong correlation previously discovered by Anderson and Cowan
(1976, as cited in Mime et al, 1983, p.232) between chronic postural kyphosis and death
in aged subjects. Kyphotic posture (Figure 1.5.3) can create high internal lumbar disc
pressures, high shearing forces on the lumbosacral region of the spine (Andersson et al,
1975, p.118) and can cause damaging pressures on the respiratory and digestive
functioning (Bunch and Keagy, 1976, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988,

p.

51). Pressure on

the lungs restricts air flow and can lead to pneumonia, acommon cause of death in
hospitals and nursing homes (Zelinsky, 1992, pA.2).
3. Seat Slope and Comfort
Many authors recommend seat angles for maximum seating comfort. Schackel et
al (p. 186) found, from comfort ratings in their study of twelve chairs and fifty men and
women, that a7.5 degree seat angle was most comfortable (20-21 degrees for easy
chairs). Le Carpentier ( 1976, p.219) found that his subjects preferred amean seat angle of
10.3 degrees. Grandjean et al (
1976, p.195-199) found, using acompletely adjustable
'seating machine' that a'19-21 degree seat inclination was most comfortable, while 16
degrees provided acompromise for ease of chair rise.,
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Figure 1.5.2 (Carlson et al, 1986

Figure 1.5.3 (
Grandjean, 1980,

reprinted in Zacharkow, 1988,

1980, reprinted in Zacharkow,

p.108)

1988, p.53)

I

4. Adjustable Seat Slope as a Solution to Competing Needs
A standard reclining easy chair offers atilting seat (and backrest). A seat which
would tilt back into asloped position and back into ahorizontal position and lock at any
angle between would provide comfort, resistance against slumped postures, and ease of
chair rise in the horizontal position. Office chairs often provide tilting mechanisms with
these features. When the user tilts back into asloped position, this stores energy in a
spring in the mechanism and this energy is returned as the user leans forward. To
maximize the amount of energy stored upon tilting, to ease the return to ahorizontal
position egress, the spring has to be adjusted for the weight of each user.
A chair with this tilting function would require adjustment or configuration for
each user or an automatic adjustment scheme. Alternatively, user-powered (handle on the
side of the chair) or an electrically-powered solution (with its high cost and electrical
connection problems) is needed. An automatic tilt spring tensioning scheme could avoid
the work of having to tighten aspring. See Appendix E for an automatic spring
tensioning concept for atilting chair.
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iv. Backrest Angle

1. The Backrest and Chair Rise Performance
The backrest angles of the standard and the special chairs respectively studied by
Wheeler et al were 15 and 20 degrees from vertical. The effect of agreater backrest
angle is to move the centre of mass farther back and down. Therefore the subject must do
more work to bring the centre of mass forward and upward to locate the floor reaction
over the feet. Snyder and Ostrander ( 1972, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p.223) found that
chairs with greater backrest inclinations are more difficult to exit. The following sections
show, conflicting with chair rise, that healthy posture and sitting comfort do indicate the
benefit of inclined backrest angles.
2. The Backrest and Health Issues
Andersson et al (
1975,

p.1

13) found that the main chair feature affecting

myoelectric activity in the cervical, thoracic, and lumbar regions of the back was backrest
inclination. Internal lumbar disc pressure, ameasure of disc stress, decreased as the
backrest inclination increased (although this effect lessened as backrest angles increased).
As the body is more supported by the backrest, weight is taken off of the lumbar spine
and hence reduced disc pressures result. Myoelectric activity decreases in the muscles of
the back because they do not have to balance the upright trunk. The first 10-20 degrees of
backrest inclination are the most significant.
Backrest design should include alumbar support to prevent kyphosis. Lumbar
support moves the lumbar back into lordosis which results in lower and more even
distributon of disc pressures. The nutrition of spinal discs is compromised by high
internal pressures (Cornell, 1989). Milne and Williamson ( 1983,

p.

226) showed that the

mean levels of kyphosis are greater for those over 70 years of age than for those younger.
They have suggested that the elderly population may have areduced ability to achieve
lordotic posture due to age related soft tissue issues (muscle tone, breakdown of
intervertebral tissue). Zacharkow ( 1988,

p.

64) suggests that decreased hip mobility and

decreased back flexibility reduce an individual's ability to achieve lordotic posture. Since
the hamstrings are activated as hip stabilizers (Carlsoo, 1972 as cited in Zacharkow,
1988,

p.

48), inflexible or shortened hamstrings will cause abackward rotation of the

pelvis and this too will cause kyphosis. Link et al (
1990, abstract) found arelationship
between hip flexor length and lumbar curves with subjects sitting in different kinds of
chairs. Degenerative changes in the hip joint may affect hip mobility. Limited hip
mobility (Mandel, 1982, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p.66) will impair one's ability to
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achieve lordotic sitting. Decreased back extension mobility (flexibility) is due to
prolonged thoracolumbar flexion (hunched posture). Lumbar lordosis "tends to be
flattened practically to the vanishing point in most subjects when they sit erect" (Hooten,
1945, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988,

p.

66).

A lumbar support, for individuals unable to achieve lordosis, pushes their hips
out away from the backrest preventing them from receiving proper support of the lower
back, and makes their sliding into amore kyphotic and slumped position more likely.
Instead of being able to rotate their hips to achieve lordotic posture, alumbar support
may force a 'curvature of the lumbar spine to create the lordotic posture: the curvature is
nota natural response (Rosemeyer, 1973 as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p. 65) and
discomfort results. Mime and Lauder ( 1974, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p.67) found
that alumbar lordosis was absent in an increasingly large proportion of people over 60
years. The Institute for Consumer Ergonomics ( 1983b, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p.
67) actually found that only 62% of 758 people studied over 65 years of age could
achieve lordotic posture. By mild contrast, Branton ( 1984, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988,
p. 67) found that 71.1% 'of railway employees could achieve lordotic posture. Both of
these statistics suggest that lumbar support should be optional or adjustable for adult and
elderly populations.
Backrest height should be high enough to support the upper back. Travell (
1955,
as cited in Zacharkow, 1988,

p.108)

found that subjects will slump down in alow-

backed chair to achieve support for their upper backs. Grandjean et al (
1976,

P.

200)

evaluating 12 different chairs and Ridder (
1959, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p.205)
using an adjustable chair found that subjects preferred high backed chairs.
The work of Holden and Fernie ( 1989) developed 102 degrees between seat and
backrest as the optimum angle. This was based on having aresearch kinesiologist, an
occupational therapist and aphysical therapist view videotapes of anumber of subjects
rising from and sitting into an adjustable chair rig where all dimensions and angles had
been adjusted to anumber of different settings. This committee used the following
criteria when they viewed the tapes: ease of chair rise and sit, postural health and safety.
Lateral stability for the lower back and head should be provided by wings, side
extensions, or backrest shape. Some specialty chairs for the handicapped provide support
pads for even extreme scoliosis. At the very least, aforward facing concavity of the
backrest (as viewed from above) will tend to centre the user in the chair. The kind of
wings often found on traditionally styled domestic furnishings tend not to provide any
support and they can isolate the user from other people. Wings were not originally
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intended to provide support. Their use was to direct cool air around the user and on
toward the fireplace which the wing-backed chair traditionally faced.

3. The Backrest and Comfort
Le Carpentier ( 1976, p.221) used an adjustable chair rig when he studied the
correlation of chair dimensions and angles to comfort and found that his subjects
preferred aseat to backrest angle of 109.1 degrees (s.d. of 5.5 degrees). Andersson et al
(1974, as cited in Holden et al, 1988, p.283) suggested that at least 100 degrees of angle
is necessary for comfort. Using biomechanica,l assessment of lumbar disc loading and
paraspinal activity in relation to varying seat to backrest angle, White and Panjabi ( 1978,
as cited in Holden et al, 1988, p.283) found that 120 degrees is the optimum angle for
comfort. The health status of the subject will define the chair dimensions and angles
which will provide comfort. Reduced hip mobility from arthritis or other joint problems
would indicate preferences which minimize sitting in the discomfort zone of hip
abduction or flexion. Holden et al (
1988) noted that hemiplegic patients in the Batchelor
and Farmelo (
1975) study preferred an angle of 100 degrees while arthritic patients in the
Atherton et al (
1980b) study preferred 105 degrees. These same arthritic patients may
have trouble with the joint torque requirements for chair rise and so their chair design
needs, for comfort and chair rise, are in conflict.
4. The Recliner as a solution to competing Backrest Design
Parameters
The reclining easy chair almost provides solutions for two competing needs: the
comfort of ahighly inclined backrest (reclined), and ease of chair rise (upright).
Unfortunately easy chairs do not provide an appropriate seat height to complement the
potentially helpful backrest function. A casual survey of 10 reclining easy chairs
available in Calgary, Alberta, found that none of them satisfied height requirements for
ease of chair rise (as developed by avariety of researchers, see Appendix B). They also
did not provide clearance under the seat for the feet during chair rise. The common
reclining, easy chair is therefore ripe for simple design improvements to make it an
appropriate chair option for the aged.
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1.6. Design Checklist
I.

Introduction
The Furniture for the Elderly Design Checklist provides asource of design

guidelines and issues to consider while designing any furniture item for the elderly. Prior to
this MDP an earlier version of the Checklist was developed for acontract furniture
manufacturer to use when designing furniture aimed at Nursing Homes. The version
included here is atool which summarizes much of the research and reading done in
preparation of this MDP and summarizes some of the experiential knowledge gained by the
author in five years of designing furniture for the contract office and institutional furniture
industry. Its development is ongoing. Development of the checklist began by looking at
needs in the following domains:
1. Functional
2. Symbolic
3. Marketplace
This evolved into the Checklist which is divided into the following sections:
1. Resident (User)
1. Safety
2. Function
2. Staff (Caregivers)
1. Safety
2. Efficiency
3. Facility
1. Move-ins
2. Routine Housekeeping
3. Accidents and Spills(fluids)
4. Design and Specification
1. Specifying the Product
2. Modifying, Adapting, and/or Upgrading
The Resident section entitled Safety includes health issues as well as accident
related considerations. The Resident section entitled Function includes symbolic
considerations. The ability to perform ADLs is so linked with quality of life issues and self
esteem that the division of function from symbol is artificial.
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The Staff Safety section addresses the many work-related injuries that can befall
healthcare workers. The Efficiency category has to do with how the furniture facilitates
job tasks.
The Facility section essentially deals with post-purchase product lifecycle cost
issues. The designer is asked to consider the ease of adjusting, configuring, cleaning,
maintaining and repairing in this section.
In the Design and Specification section, budgets, styles and product flexibility and
adaptability are addressed.

ii.. Furniture for the Elderly System Design Checklist

1. Resident Needs
1. Resident Safety
1.

prevention of fails
•product stability and resident balance
•manoeuverability ('barrier free' issues)
•consistency with user expectations

2.

minimizing falling Injuries
impact surfaces

.3. other injuries

•trapping
•jamming
•catching
•pinching
•product integrity

4. other 'Health' Issues

•skin health and pressure
•nerve entrapment
•circulation
•posture, support and related effects
•support features for medical interventions: IV, etc.
•age-related user changes
-sensory
-cognitive

5. fire safety

•use of fire resistant, fire retardant, or fire-proof materials
•design: avoiding contours which provide nooks and crannies where lit
smoking materials can be lost or trapped.
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2. Resident Function
1. standing up/sitting down

•strength
•balance
•joint problems
•flexibility

2. transfer issues

from and to wheelchairs or beds and chairs

3. Independence, autonomy

•access, room layout, product topography
•implications of devices like walkers and wheelchairs
•the esteem and dignity issues of independence

4. reaching

•strength
•flexibility
•grip
•reach envelopes

5. vision

6.

•seeing into drawers and other containers
•use of mirrors
•visual enhancement of boundaries
•recognition of function through visual cues
•recognition of hazard through visual warning cues
•visual cuing of failing memory

variability
•accommodation of various body segment dimensions through product
sizing
•implications on product sizing from other functional issues
•personalization and identity issues
storage and organization
display
space for grooming
•socialization- product flexibility to accommodate needs for:
privacy
groupings and socialization
territorialism
personal space (proxemics)
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2. Staff Needs
1. Staff Safety
1. lifting Injuries

•weight
•lifting angles
•removeable components to ease lifting (through more appropriate lift
angles)
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2. reaching injuries

reach and strength envelopes
•objects falling from heights

3. climbing injuries
eliminate need for climbing
4.

Impact injuries
•minimize injury from falls or bumps
•minimize risk of furniture components failing or tipping over during
movement and adjustment

5. tripping injuries
product/room topology

2. Staff Efficiency
1.

efficiency (ease and speed)
•transfer functions
•storing and finding resident belongings- consistent and identified areas
for:
ADL supplies
currently worn clothing
personal things
long term storage or seasonally used clothing
•locks easily replaceable locks due to frequent loss of keys with apparent
high level of security for the resident, no master keys
•moving, adjusting and customizing for new or in place residents (see 4.B.
Design- Modifying below)
simple tools or no tools required
weight and or mobility (no-mar glides)
stability (no tipping while moving)
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3. Facility Needs
1. New Client 'MoveIns'
1. Easily moved and reconfigured components
•no permanent connections between components
•simple tools or no tools required to connect and disconnect parts
2. Easily adjusted or reconfigured (especially chairs)
simple tools or no tools
2. Routine Housekeeping
1. Resident housekeeping

•ensure ability to reach all major cleanable parts (mostly in non-caredelivering)
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2. Staff Housekeeping

•Product movement
minimize weight (without affecting stability)
no-mar glides
stability in all predictable use modes
•Cleaning issues
minimize the surfaces, contours, and ledges which catch dirt and
dust
shapes and contours should be easy to clean
-

-

-

-

-

3. Special Housekeeping: Accident and Spill Issues
1. Fluids

Avoid pathways for fluids into uncleanable recesses or collection points

2. Recesses

•Minimize recesses or collection points where captured fluids could cause
damage to components or materials

3. Fabric

Fabric covered surfaces or components should be easily removeable with
no tools or simple tools for cleaning and/or replacement (buildup of
smells, stains, and burns necessitate this every couple of years)

4. Finishes

Surface finishes must be resistant to all fluids encountered (cleaning
fluids, urine, beverages)

4. Repair and Ref urbishinq
ISimple

Can be done with simple tools or no tools

2. Modular

Modular parts, high wear parts in stock at factory or short delivery

3. Accessibility

Accessible tool points

4. On-Site

.No,repairs should be required off-site to minimize client facility
downtime

5. Durability

•Materials
avoid use of particle board where fluids may cause damage
use hardwoods or plastics in high wear or frequently bumped or
cleaned areas
-

-
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4, Design and Specification Needs
1. Specifying Prior to purchase
1. Lifecycle Cost
•Informed sales staff
•Dealer Support
•Reputable Manufacturer
•Purchase price
•Maintenance costs
•Warrantee and service package
•Refurbishing cycles and decommissioning
•Liability Probability Issues (refer to user and caregiver safety issues)
•Product Assessment: Environmental Audit of materials, processes, and
disposal or recycling options
•Quality and Value (refer to User Safety: Product Integrity)
2. Product Flexibility

•Room layout- flexibility to accommodate avariety of facility mandates;
ie. rooms: private, semi-private, and ward through the use ofmodularity
stackability
gangability
multi-dimensional use (not just backed against awall)
components which deal with corners and angles
-

-

-

-

-

•Variability to accommodate avariety of residents and care levels
seniors lodges and private residences
nursing homes and auxiliary hospitals
intensive care
others
-

-

-

-

•Adaptability of standard product which can accommodate various:
budgets
cultural biases, tastes or requirements
aesthetic and style issues:
•Style as embodiment of corporate themes in Private Sector Nursing
Home Care
•Style as embodiment of fiscal responsibility, caring, etc. in Public
Sector Nursing Home Care
-

-

-

2. Modifying after Installation
1. Adaptability

-

Adaptations of the installed product which can accommodate:
routine patient turnover
changes in mandate at afacility, ward, or room level
changing individual resident functional needs
individual resident activities ex. hobbies, etc.
individual resident desire for personalization
group or individual needs for:
•socialization
•privacy
•personal space or territory
-

-

-

-

-

-
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ill. Using The Design Checklist
1. A Variety of Applications
Until the considerations in the Design Checklist become entrenched in the
designer's body of assumptions, the checklist should, ideally, be applied to every design
decision. However, this level of information management may be problematic and inhibit
creativity. Applying the Checklist to one's design work at regular intervals throughout the
process will check any misdirection. Using the checklist prior to design can help generate
ideas for design features. The checklist can be used to assess the suitability of existing
furniture or as apurchasing guideline. It can be aframework to use when gathering input
from the following stakeholders: users, caregivers, facility managers, cleaning and
maintenance staff, architects, interior designers.
An additional section, 'Manufacturing Needs' could be developed to assess how
well furniture designs correlate to amanufacturer's capabilities.

2. Justifying the Rising Grip from aCaregiver Perspective
The user, patient or resident perspective has been exclusively used to justify the
Rising Grip solution to this point. The Checklist is areminder that furniture for use by the
aged also impacts other people. Caregivers are important stakeholders in any situation
where furniture may contribute to the prosthetic or assitive nature of the built
environment.
Ljungberg, Kilbom, HAgg ( 1989) show that in Sweden 20 % of injuries to nursing
aides and bath attendants are due to excessive loads, 60% of these injuries affecting the
back. These injuries were found to be from long duration lifts, poor lifting technique,
asymmetrical lifts and lower muscle strength of women. Even without incurring injuries,
lifting is simply a lab ourious and tiring activity. The lifting problems affecting transfers
from wheelchairs to the bathing chairs and lifts in this study also affect the caregiver
while assisting the chair user during chair egress and for transfers from wheelchair to
normal chairs.
A wheelchair with aremovable backrest to allow symmetrical lifting from behind
during caregiver assisted chair rise was proposed by one researcher. While the infrequent
transfer of anon-ambulatory user may justify this feature, the bother of partially
disassembling and reassembling achair before each chair rise (for ambulatory users)
seems impractical and time consuming. Several manufacturers have incorporated
armrests which swing out of the way to ease transfer to and from the side of the chair.
This feature is obviously aimed at easing the transfer from awheelchair to anormal chair.
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This feature could also facilitate assisted chair rise by affording the caregiver abetter
grasp of the user during lifting. Dr. Geoff Fernie has proposed an armrest solution which
drops down providing a 'seamless' transfer between the chair and wheelchair ( 1994
telephone interview). Thayer Coggin, an American manufacturer of healthcare furniture
offers an armrest which drops out of the way in this fashion (Figure 1.6.1).

Figure 1.6.1
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1.7 Section 1 Summary
Chapter 1.3 has defined the potential user and the reasons why he or she may
experience problems with chair rise. Existing solutions have been investigated and their
limitations and potential safety problems explained.
The role of the armrest in chair rise was developed in Chapter 1.4. The
anthropometric reality which creates an unsupported phase of chair rise is quite simply
illustrated in Figure 1.4.1. Detailed examination of chair rise and the implications of using a
normal armrest and using one to stable standing are made clear. Stability and joint torque
reduction are both achieved with an armrest which provides grip to stable standing. In
determining the dimensions for the Rising Grip solution, flexibility and strength issues
were examined. The Rising Grip solution will indeed push the limits of flexibility of some
users and an adaptation of armrest push strategy will be required as aresult. The elbows
will no longer be able to stay in the plane defined by the shoulders, grips and armrest; they
will have to be abducted in order to push off. An attempt was made to determine the ideal
risen grip height with an experiment. Further experimentation by scientific researchers is
recommended. The armrest height was shown to be intimately linked to the success of chair
rise and so arange of adjustable dimensions was developed.
In Chapter 1.5 other chair features which affect chair rise were discussed. This was
provided as aresource to those designing acomplete chair aimed at easing chair rise.
The Design Checklist in Chapter 1.6 provides aresource which will guide the
design of safe, efficient furniture for the elderly. It will be used in the following section to
inform the detail design of the Rising Grip mechanism for the Maven chair by Brayton
(Steelcase).

C
'
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2.1. The Design Process- An MDP Diary
The Maven chair manufactured by Brayton (Steelcase) shown in Figure 1.1.1 has
been chosen as acase study. The chair did not arrive until late in the MDP process and
hence it was not the initial target of this MDP design effort. Designing an entire chair was
the early plan for the MDP but this would have diluted the rigour applied to the Rising Grip
Solution. Isought aplatform suitable for armrest replacement. The removeable arms of the
Maven made it perfect for this exercise.
The case study in this MDP is then aretro-fit siivation. The Rising Grip concept has
been applied in away which attempts to continue the design themes of the Maven chair
range. The design also visually emphasizes the functionality of the added feature and
semantically instructs on the use of the features (Figure 2.1.1 and 2.1.2).
Design occurred in an iterative cycle of concentrated effort on form and then on
function until completion. Design began in two dimensions in the sketchbook, continued
on the computer in two and three dimensional software, entered the tangible realm with
wood, cardboard and agluegun, returned to detailed design in atwo dimensional CAD
program, entered the tangible realm with amodel in actual materials, was tuned to precision
in the CAD environment, built to the prototype stage, and finally modelled in athree
dimensional CAD program for presentation.
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2.2 Case Study
i. The Brayton Chair
1. Introduction to the Maven's Features
The Maven range offers anumber of optional features which can help create a
prosthetic environment. In addition to the fold-down arms of the chair used in the case
study, leg extensions are available which allow the seat height to be configured for each
user. A rising seat option is available to assist users to standing. Wheels and handles
transform it into awheelchair-like transport chair. Headrest and lateral backrest wings
offer specialized support. Backrests are available in two heights. The powered footrest of
the recliner option however does interfere with optimal foot placement for chair rise.
Options are shown in Figures 2.2.1-2.2.3.
The fold down arm option of the Brayton Chair is primarily acaregiver driven
feature. This feature on the Brayton chair is intended to assist caregivers with patient
transfers by allowing awider variety of lifting angles. The chair user is therefore not
concerned with chair rise, the user is apatient who is non-ambulatory. Norton et a!
(1975, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p.229) stressed the need for removeable armrests to
facilitate transfer.
A complete review of the Brayton chair follows. It uses the Checklist as aguide in
assessment of the features and satisfaction of 'needs'.

Figure 2.2.1
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Figure 2.2.2

Figure 2.2.3
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2. Analysis Using the Checklist
The manufacturer, Brayton, has their own checklist. It is called the Health
DesignTm code. The eight design criteria set forth in the Health DesignTM code follow
(with congruences with the Checklist in Brackets following):
1. Passes CAL 133 fire code. (User Safety, Design & Specification: Lifecycle
cost: Liability)
2. Removeable covers for easy maintenance and replacement (Facility Needs:
Housekeeping and accidents)
3. Moisture barriers (Facility Needs: Housekeeping and accidents)
4. Accessibility (User safety, User Independence)
5. High performance fabrics (Design & Specification: Lifecycle cost, Facility
Needs: repair and refurbishing)
6. 10 year warranty (Design & Specification: Lifecycle cost)
7. Engineered for patient comfort and independence (User Function)
8. Exclusive Healthshield finish (Facility Needs: Housekeeping, Design &
Specification: Lifecycle cost)
1. User Needs
The chair is solid and stable. There should be no unexpected responses of the
chair to normal use. The chair has acompact footprint with no unusual protuberances
which could cause tripping or mobility problems. The chair is upholstered and has well
radiused hardwood arms and legs. There is no impact hazard from corners or edges. The
interface of the folding armrest is well considered so as not to create any pinch points
upon folding up or down (Figure 2.2.4.). There are no catch points although the interface
between the armrest and chair frame could be apossible pinch point. Firm cushioning
will probably provide good pressure distribution. Unpadded armrests could cause nerve
entrapment in the elbows. Deep seat depth could cause nerve entrapment or circulation
problems from seat edge contact with popliteal in users with short buttock to popliteal
length. Seat height of 18.5" could cause circulation problems for smaller users whose feet
dangle. Deep seat depth could cause slumped kyphotic posture in users with short buttock
to popliteal length who cannot reach the backrest for support. No nooks or crannies exist
to trap smoking materials. The entire chair is CAL133 fire rated.
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Figure 2.2.4.

1.

User Function

Seat height is high enough at 18.5" to ease chair rise for most users. Nonadjustable armrest and seat heights may reduce the probability of successful chair rise.
Optional configurable seat height may help in chair rise by providing appropriate seat
height. Deep seat depth may make chair rise difficult for shorter users. Clear area beneath
seat edge allows user to bring feet back for easier chair rise. A horizontal seat helps with
chair rise. Fold down armrest faciltates transfers from wheelchair. The only feature with a
control, the fold-down arm, is likely to be operated by acaregiver and not the user, so
reaching and grip issues are not aconcern. Boundaries between wood frame elements and
cushion portions are clear by the visual contrast of the light wood and the darker fabric.
No visual cuing is needed for this product. Product variability does not exist, there are no
adjustable or configurable features on the particular chair used in this Case study. There
are no personalization features. The chair is light enough to be relatively easily moved for
social groupings or privacy. Optional 'wings' may provide privacy or may inadvertantly
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cause social isolation. They do not provide any meaningful support; they are too far apart
at the edges of the backrest.
2. Staff Needs

1.

Staff Safety

The fold-down arms offer avariety of lifting angles reducing the likelihood of
caregiver lifting injury. Radiused wood components prevent bumping or impact injuries.
Vertical legs and no unusual protuberances prevent tripping potential.
2. Staff Efficiency

For certain users, for whom the sum of the features assists chair rise, the
caregiver's load is reduced. Operation of the fold-down arms is simple.

S. Facility Needs

1. New Client Move-ins

Tools are require for configuration of optional seat height at move-in.
2. Routine housekeeping

Simple design creates no difficult to clean recesses. Legs have glides which will
not mar floors.
3.

Accident and Spill Issues

Velcro attached seat cushion is easily removeable. Elastic holds seat upholstery
on seat cushion for easy removal. Vinyl covered seat support prevents fluid from
contacting wood parts. Fluid flow avoids vulnerable parts.
4.

Repair and Refurbishment

Frame and cushioning parts are easily separated with simple tools. Seat cushion is
easily removeable as pointed out earlier. Hardwood frame is resistant to dents. Clear
finish is resistant to moisture.
4. Design and Specification Needs
f

Style analysis

The seat and back rest unit of the Maven is an integral one-piece bent plywood
element. Separate seat and back cushioning give it the appearance of two separate
elements from the front and 3/4 views (look back to Figure 1.1.1.). The elevation and
back 3/4 views show the flowing form of the one-piece molding. Any slim integral units
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like this which contrast with afunctional frame cannot help but refer to early modernist
chairs. The lineage of the Maven's references are not clearly attributable to anyone in
particular, but the fully upholstered seat/back slightly refers to bentwood designs. The
lounge chair Pernilia, 1934 (Figure 2.2.5) of Bruno Mathsson shows early seeds of the
slim, contoured, fully upholstered backrest used in the Maven as does the Isokon chair by
Marcel Breuer from 1935 (
Figure 2.2.6).The Easy Chair 4335,1962 (Figure 2.2.7) of
ArneJacobsen has remarkable similarities to the Maven's seat/back design.
However, the frame does not have the same bentwood references. This use of
straight 'boards' is reminiscent of work as early as the reserved functional design of
Stickley, Wright, Hoffman or Mackintosh.

Figure 2.2.5

Figure 2.2.6
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Figure 2.2.7

Figure 2.2.12a

Figure 2.2.12b

Le Corbusier's Wassily and cushioned-arm chairs, figures 2.2.12a and 2.2.12b,
while displaying functionalist geometry throughout the frames, showed acontrast between
the rectilinear framework and the organic elements which touched the body. The Maven
shows such acontrast although the wood elements have greater warmth. This
functionalism is celebrated in the perpendicular junction of reveals in Figure 2.2.13. The
clean, unadorned rectilinear elevation view is given more interest in three dimensions by the
straight wooden 'boards' being machined into parallelogram (along their axes) shaped
members.
The use of clear finished, light coloured beech hardwood frame is clearly a
European touch. This wood is not readily available in North America.
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Figure 2.2.13

ii. Proposed Design Interventions to the Brayton Chair
The fold-down armrests of the Maven chair were replaced with armrests which
include the Rising Grip feature and armrest height adjustment. The Rising Grip solution
is aimed at ambulatory users who are marginally able or unable to effect chair rise, and it
is aimed at those who have balance problems and need support to standing. The fold
down armrest feature is not required for them. A quick-release mechanism could
however, allow for fast removal of the entire arm for exceptional, emergency, or difficult
transfers. A leg mounted seat height adjustment was designed, roughly prototyped, but
not installed on the chair.
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The previously outlined historical context for the design gives an understanding of
the design which may suggest stylistically appropriate modifications, but the addition of
visual elements which create some focus, some visual interest would not be inappropriate
whatever the historical lineage of the design. The chair as supplied is clearly lacking in
visual interest in the elevation view. The chair needs something to bring the viewer's eye
to the front of the chair. A terminus of the armrest, agrip perhaps would do this. The
existing folding arm lock is distracting and not apleasant centre of interest.

iii. Functional Ranges of Motion
•

1. Defining the Mechanisms
Having to operate afeature on achair interferes with auser's expectations or

conceptual mental model of what achair is. The expectation of achair is that one sits in
it, one stands up from it. The feature presents anew task sequence to the user: one fiddles
with the armrest before standing, one lowers the armrests after sitting. ADLs should not
require alot of thought. This can be achieved by minimizing the complexity of the
feature's operation. Its use should have anarrow and/or shallow task structure (Norman,
1988,

p.

119). A restaurant menu has ashallow structure (number of choices in

sequence), an assembly instruction sequence has anarrow structure (little alternative in
the possible order). Playing chess has awide and deep structure. Laveson ( 1960) defines
aTask Sequence as follows:
1. Input Information to the person (Display)
2. Person decides what to do (Cognition)
3. Output or action of the person (Action or no action)
The display needs to clearly provide the user with all necessary information.
Deciding what to do should be easy, there should be aminimal cognitive load. Ability to•
act (affordance) should be maximized. This, while not adesign model is aset of guiding
principles. Jones however ( 197 1) gives several useful models for mechanical design:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Specify inputs to the system.
Specify aset of functions capable of transforming the inputs into the outputs
Specify which functions are to be allocated to people and which to machines
Specify the necessary training procedures, job aids, interface designs and
machine designs.

This system above introduces human factors considerations before any
mechanical design is done.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Specify inputs and outputs of the system.
Specify aset of functions capable of transforming the inputs into outputs.
Select or design physical components capable of performing each function.
Check for internal and external consistency.

The second system is most appropriate when the main task is arranging and
selecting existing standardized components. A blend of both will be used to consider the
function of the armrest for this MDP. The first system modified slightly, is used
immediately to define the mechanisms and the second system will be used in the
approaching detailed mechanical design.

1. RISING GRIP: Automatic. Semi-automatic( powered)
a. Inputs: preparation to stand, standing, preparation to sit, sitting
b. Outputs: Armrest rising, armrest lowering
c. Transform functions: powered hydraulic, pneumatic or linkages which
move the armrest upon asignal of readiness.
d. Allocation: The signal of readiness could be from aproximity sensor or from
apushbutton.
e. Training: minimal or nonexistent. Little if any interference between concept
and system image. Little cognitive load.
f. System considerations: need power from electrical mains or other souràe.
Some interface design is needed if the signal of readiness is manually inputted
by the user.

2. RISING GRIP: Manual (spring driven grip rise)
a. Inputs: preparation to stand: releasing armrest from low locked position,
standing, preparation to sit: grasping risen armrest grips, sitting, lowering the
armrest grips, locking grip in low position
b. Outputs: armrest grip moves to risen position, grip is locked in risen position,
grip is locked in lowered position.
c. Transform functions: lower position lock, grip raising mechanism, damped
spring to drive armrest grip upward, grip lock for risen position
d. Allocation: The user releases the grip from the low position, the mechanism
drives the grip into the risen position, the user releases the grip from the risen
position, the mechanism or the user locks the grip in the risen position, the user
pulls the grip down to the low position, the mechanism or the user locks the
grip in the low position
e. Training: user must learn that release from locked positions is necessary and
how to release the grip from these locked positions
f. System considerations: Semantic interface design which clearly shows the
channels for input and illustrates expected outputs. User physical limitations
must be considered for the operation of the inputs
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3. Armrest Height Adjustment
a. Inputs: grasping armrest, lifting armrest, selecting correct height, locking at
correct height, arm is released from selected height to be reset at new height
b. Outputs: armrest moves smoothly to selected height and is locked against
downward force there, armrest moves to new height after being released from a
previously selected height, does not drop suddenly
c. Transform functions: defined grasp position or handle, bearings to provide
smooth movement, position lock, release strategy or mechanism
d. Allocation: The user lifts the arm from alow position, the user or the
mechanism locks the armrest into the selected position, the user releases the
arm from the selected position, the user moves the arm to the newly selected
position, the user or the mechanism disengages the lock allowing this
movement, the mechanism or the user locks the grip in the new position
e. Training: user must learn to set the armrest at certain heights and to release it
from these locked positions. The mechanism characteristics must be learned or
the interface must be understood.
f. System considerations: Semantic interface design which clearly shows the
channels for input and illustrates expected outputs. User physical limitations
must be considered for the operation of the inputs.
4. Seat Height Adjustment
a. Inputs: selecting correct seat height, locking at correct height, releasing from
selected height to be reset at new height
b. Outputs: seat moves smoothly to selected height and is locked against
downward force there, seat moves to new height after being released from a
previously selected height, does not drop suddenly
c. Transform functions: grasp position or handle, seat rise device, position
lock, release strategy or mechanism
d. Allocation: The user lifts the seat from alow position, the user or the
mechanism locks the seat into the selected position, the user releases the seat
from the selected position, the user moves the seat to the newly selected
position, the mechanism releases allowing this movement, the mechanism or
the user locks the seat in the new position
e. Training: user or caregiver must learn to set the seat at certain heights and to
release it from these locked positions. The mechanism characteristics must be
learned or the interface must be understood.
f. System considerations: Semantic interface design which clearly shows the
channels for input and illustrates expected outputs. User physical limitations
must be considered for the operation of the inputs.
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2. Mechanism Concepts
1. Final Grip Position
The risen grip position places the grip forward and upward in the final design. An
approximate amount to raise the grip was determined earlier in the document.
Justification of the amount to move the grip forward is based on compromises in
mechanism design and use of subjective data from the armrest grip position jig used
earlier in explorations of flexibility limitations and affordance (force). The guiding
principle was an assumption that, ideally, the grip should be directly above the floor
reaction (middle of foot) to allow the entire armrest force to be vertical. As stated earlier,
Schultz et al discovered arelationship between armrest force angle approaching the
vertical and increased joint torque reduction. Additionally, when attempting to sit, the
user does not have far to reach backward if the armrests are translated forward. The chair
entry, therefore, is safer.
2. Grip Trajectory: General
The final grip position then implied atranslation in two directions. Most early
design studies included this two-dimension translation. One of the first working sketch
models was very close to the final design in this respect .Figure 2.2.14. shows early trackbased solutions to the grip rise problem. Translation occurred along curved tracks.
Figure 2.2.14

Many early design studies did not include the adjustable armrest height. Until the
decision was made that adjustable armrest height is vital, the designs did not attempt to
put the two functions into one mechanism. Perceived mechanical complexity required to
achieve this led to rejection of the height adjustment and forward translation for most of
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the MDP period. Some of the last design concepts still did not include the forward
translation. Cardboard models of those late designs involved simple pivots at the back
near the backrest (Figure 2.2.15.). These included moving elements shaped to imply their
radial movement and to suggest how they would be operated.

Figure 2.2.15

s\)

Simply using an adjustable armrest mechanism and raising the entire armrest to
Risen Grip height was rejected because of early concerns that this would tend to enclose
the user in between the armrests and if the entire armrest rose then the user would have to
abduct the shoulders to push off from the armrests. This was believed to be problematic.
This drove designs which left the back of the armrests at or near elbow height so that the
elbows could remain in aplane defined by the shoulders, hands and armrests. But later
experimentation with the armrest grip jig showed that the shoulders have to be abducted
to use the risen grips. Then the rationale for raising the grips alone evolved into amore
semantically driven one: that raising the entire armrest and enclosing the user would not
invite the abduction of the shoulders required to use the higher grips.
Having the grips alone rise suggests 'acane' (Figure 2.2.16a), an assistivedevice.
Early design studies experimented with this concept. The negative associations of having
to use acane or other assistive device raised concerns about the use of this strategy. The
grip-to-armrest interface presented anumber of areas for pinch points Rejecting this
concept, returning to an integral armrest and grip eliminated any potential pinching
problem.
A design which simply involved adual height armrest may be worth exploring.
The lower tier is for support while sitting and the higher tier and grip is for support dunn
entering or exit. The solution in Figure 2.2.16b may be too wide at the higher grip
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position though. Radical readjustment of visual expectations of how achair looks could
allow variations on this theme. An advantage is that there is no mechanism required.
Figure 2.2.16a

Figure 2.2.16b

Some designs which projected an armrest outward and upward had distinctly
phallic associations and were rejected (Figure 2.2.17.). Although potency has associations
with vigour and vigour may be an appropriate symbol to empower the aged, the male and
sexual connotations were deemed inappropriate.
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Figure 2.2.17

Figure 2.2.18

The concept in Figure 2.2.18 employs an integrated armrest and grip which rise
from within the arm.
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For each alternative design the trajectory of the rising grip or armrest was
accompanied by explorations of how the feature would be operated. For example, the grip
in Figure 2.2.19 shows agrip which rises independently of the armrest by rotating the
grip to release it.

Figure 2.2.19

Another series of mechanism designs involved asimilar strategy of rotating an
armrest element to release it. The examples in Figure 2.2.20 required that the armrest be
rotated back until the spring-driven grip is released. An mechanism for an open arm is
shown in Figure 2.2.2 1.
These alternative designs were not necessarily rejected, but for the Maven chair
they did not seem to be compatible with the original aesthetic themes. In the last few
designs (cardboard models shown in Figures 2.2.25-28)1 began to integrate armrest
height adjustment and more detailed mechanical design along with aesthetics which
approached the final design. These alternatives could become original chair designs
which embody the Rising Grip concept from inception.
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Figure 2.2.20a

Figure 2.2.20b

Figure 2.2.21
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3. Development of the Rising Grip Task Sequence
The manual option could have been designed without the spring driven grip rise
or the spring could have driven the grip down into the low position instead. The spring
was chosen to drive the grip into position because the risen grip is the central concept of
the solution. The grip is released and it drives itself into aposition of assistance. It is a
willing servant. It locks in this position and is trustworthy support. Ideally it would reset
itself too, but the spring force must be stored again by the user (or some external force)
for the next cycle. A small spring constant or an undamped return spring force ensures
that the grip will be easy to pull back into plaôe. The way agrip fits into the hand, offers
more affordance for pulling back against the spring force than for pushing.
An alternative task sequence which involved the grip rising on alinear ratchet
offered more than one way to use the rising grip. The grip could be raised to the highest
position, the Risen Grip Height, or it could rise incrementally providing support at each
position it was set at. This would allow the grip to be at the normal sitting elbow height at
the beginning of chair rise. This might be good for those who find the Risen Grip
interferes with flexibility limitations. As the user rose the grip would follow the hand up,
but not necessarily provide any significant lifting force. It would provide support though
if it were to be leaned upon at any point in the chair rise cycle. The grip could be driven
gently upwards against the palm by aspring or it could be pulled up by the user. It could
be released from the armrest height position by an initial downward force. This solution
would provide joint torque reduction only until the point at which the grip began to rise.
Then the grip would become asupport to stable standing only. It could be used to reduce
joint torque past this point if it were repeatedly raised incrementally then leaned on until
the user's grasp raised it another notch, ratcheting up until the chair rise was complete.
Although on one level the muti-modal use seems to have advantages which might
make it more adaptable to users of differing abilities and flexibilities, this widening of the
task structure would transform the act of standing from an automatic ADL to something
requiring thought and choice. Thinking about having to use an aid is areminder of one's
disability.
The different use modes could be selected. But adding options and the learning
required use them to such adevice would increase the likelihood of errors in its use.
Norman ( 1988, p.172) warns of 'creeping featurism'. Having to select, adjust, or even
simply operate features broadens the task structure and also means that well organized
controls have to be designed.
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4. Development of the Adjustable Armrest Height Task Sequence
Design of the Adjustable Height feature task sequence continued the attempt to
avoid controls and the complexity of their associated linkages and the resulting
broadening of the task structure. This implies allocation of locking and releasing at the
selected height to the mechanism. In order that the armrest resist downward forces yet
still operate without any controls such as buttons it must ratchet upward, self-locking in
opposition to downward force at every height it is pulled up to. To allow the armrest to
adjust back down to lower positions again without any manual operation of acontrol,
reaching the top position must automatically allow the armrest to descend to the bottom
of the range. To adjust it to ahigher position one then begins the upward ratcheting
sequence over again. The approach to the highest position should be cued with increasing
required pulling force or some other feedback or the mechanism could be frustrating to
use. One could repeatedly overshoot the highest position, having the armrest drop down
to the bottom requiring the sequence to begin from the beginning.
5. The Seat Height Configuration Task Sequence

Several discreet heights, each alarge step from the others, could be selected with
asimple twist of afootpad. The choice of several discreet positions would allow a
caregiver to quickly configure achair to the ap,ropriate range for the usual chair user.
Existing chair glides offer only fine threads for chair leveling. A two position flip-down
footpad would make the task structure even shallower. However reducing the number of
steps in the height selection sequence means more compromise in the selection of seat
height. Biasing this trade-off towards simplicity (shallow task structure) may eliminate
the benefits that configurable seat height offers to the success of chair rise. The entire
range of suggested seat heights developed earlier would be the range that an ideal
mechanism would offer. If compromises are necessary in the amount of seat height range,
then the higher end of the range should be chosen to facilitate chair rise. This may result
in dangling feet, but dangling feet are not necessarily problematic. In fact aslightly high
seat aids chair rise and can reduce the likelihood of ischial pressure sores. If however risk
of thrombosis is present for aparticular user, then modification of the chair to reduce
pressure on the thighs is recommended.
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iv. Design Development
1. General Description of the Final Design
Figure 2.2.22 General Arrangement
Front Boxtop
Cover
Guidebtock

Internal Braces
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Guidetrack

Spring

Rear Boxtop
Cover
Rear Guidetrack

Armrest

Grip
Front
Guidepin
Box—

Rear Guidepi
C---- --- - -

Outsicij Cover Panel

Height Adjustment Handle
Height Adjustment Mechanism

E

A

Inside Cover Panel

The final design (Figure 2.2.22and Appendix C) includes the Rising Grip feature
and the adjustable armrest height feature. It is upholstered in the same or complementary
fabric as the seat and backrest cushions. The armrest is made of the same hardwood as the
frame, in the Case Study it is European Beechwood. From the top of the upholstered 'box'
portion rises the Rising Grip portion of the design. The 'box' rises over the hardwood
'base' providing armrest height adjustment. Attached to the underside of the armrest are
panels on the inside and outside of the armrest. The arm has been transformed into what
is called a 'filled arm' in the contract furniture trade. It also simply looks like the
upholstered arm of atypical easy chair. The open arm was abandoned in order to conceal
the mechanisms which provide the desired functionality.
The inside cover panel extends below the top of the seat when the armrest is set in
the home position. The upholstered inside cover panel extends up providing an
upholstered armrest. This provides cushioning for the elbow and also creates an inviting,
enclosure of upholstery. When the armrest is adjusted to the maximum height or when the
Grip is raised to the Risen Grip position the inside cover panel moves up with the armrest
continuing to cover any arm component interfaces which would otherwise be unattractive
and present hazardous pinch points. The outside cover panel does the same thing on the
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outside of the arm. In addition the shape of the outside cover panel suggests the rising
armrest grip trajectory. This should suggest operation of the Rising Grip solution to the
user without being too literal. The outside cover panel is covered in veneer matching the
armrest to emphasize its connection to the rising armrest and grip.
The armrest height adjustment handle suggests finger placement while also
adding alighthearted expressive and graphic element to the design. The horizontal line
detail at the back of the handle is avenetian blind or expandable boot reference,
suggesting rising and compression (lowering). An alternative to this handle are finger
detents placed on the underside of the outside of the armrest in line with the height
adjustment mechanism. In the case of visually active fabrics the handle may be too busy a
visual element. Sacrificed in the decision to eject the handle would be some of the
semantic instruction about the existence of aheight adjustment feature and how to use it.
The detents would provide tactile suggestions of use however.
The grip end of the armrest extends several inches beyond the main body of the
armrest. This is to prevent possible pinching of the fingers between the top of the box
section and the underside of the armrest. It also, in conjunction with the forward
translation offered by the Rising Grip mechanism, places the grip directly over the floor
reaction (when the heels are directly below the seat edge).
The wooden base echoes the perpendicular junction of reveals shown previously
in Figure 2.2.13. This continues the rectilinear theme developed in the Maven.
2 Using the Final Design: The Task Sequence
To release the Rising Grip the user pulls the grip back and lifts slightly (Figure
2.2.21.). The grip then is driven forward and upward in atrajectory which begins in a
predominantly horizontal direction, changing slope gradually until the grip approaches
the final position. Then the trajectory becomes much steeper, the grip rises beyond the
desired height briefly and drops into position. In the final position the grip will be a
secure support while standing. It will also offer security against release in the chair entry.
Potential force vectors which could be applied while sitting will not release the armrest
from its risen position (Figure 2.2.24). To reset the armrest into the sitting position, the
user must lift the armrest to release it from the risen position and pull back on the grips
until the rearward limit of motion is reached. A slight downward pressure will steer the
mechanism into the sitting position lock. While this sounds complicated, it is not. It is
almost the same as the motion one employs to adjust atypical chaise lounge lawnchair.
Having this mental model to refer to may improve the chances of successful use of this
feature. While not everyone has used one of these lawnchairs, they are common:
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Figure 2.2.23 Task Sequence

Motion of Armrest along
Stationary Guidepin

to raise grip:
1. Pull Back (Armrest moves up
due to track design)
2. Release (grip will be driven by
spring into final position or may
need slight assistance)
3. Final Position
to lower grip:
a. Lift grip
b. Pull back against spring
c. Release forward while holding
down
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Guidepin

Figure 2.2.24

Fx

when Fx=O the spring force
makes armrest ready to reset
into the lowered sitting
position. The guidetrack is free
to move along the guidepin and
begin step 'a' in the task
sequence shown above

when Fx>O the system
resists accidental
disengagement from the
risen position Resists step
'a' in the Task Sequence
shown above

1. Guidetrack curves back
on itself to provide
locking against accidental
disengagement from risen
position due to horizontal
force, Fx applied while
standing or sitting
2. Guideblock design
transfers Fy to the
strong metal box, away
from the more delicate
guidepins
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3. Approaching the Final Form: Sketch Modelling Design Diary
1. List of the working parts contained in the Arm
To achieve both functions within the armrest, the armrest has to contain:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A mechanism to raise the grip,
Grip Rise locking and releasing mechanisms,
Height Rising locking and releasing mechanisms,
Bearing or sliding surfaces for the height adjustment, and
Controls and any linkages to the controls.

Informing the design process is the Design Checklist, and manufacturing
considerations. Each concieved part must be designed with amaterial and a
manufacturing process in mind. As furniture, the application of upholstery to
manufactured parts and other final assembly considerations must be considered. To
minimize wear, interfaces between materials must be considered.
•
2.

The

first sketch models of the complete Arm

The first model of these combined features is shown in Figure 2.2.25. This was a
separate grip solution. The next model which integrated the Rising Grip and armrest
height adjustment (Figure 2.2.26) involved awooden frame, echoing the theme of the
original armrest. The armrest rose from between the wood frame members. Development
of semantically informative grasping points began with this model.
The next model brought the pivoting portion to the outside to illustrate the
pivoting motion of the Rising Grip

(Figure

2.2.27). Height adjustment was implied by a

venetian blind reference and ahandle for lifting the armrest was provided.
3. The Box Design
The next design was abox concept (Figure 2.2.28). The box concept was
maintained through to the final design. The Rising grip portion pivots out of the top of the
box and the box slides up over the base unit (which is attached to the chair frame) to
provide overall armrest height adjustability. The element illustrative of the pivoting
action of the Rising Grip became the outside cover, maintaining its semantic function and
gaining the role of acover protecting against pinch points.
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Figure 2.2.25

Figure 2.2.26
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Figure 2.2.28
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4. Development of Task Sequences
The development of Task Sequences then became the focus of the design. This
involved allocation of different functions to the user and machine. The design started to
become complicated; possible linkages and release buttons started to create asystem
image which began to radically deviate from how people use chairs. Airplane or bus seats
could have been used as comparative conceptual models if release buttons had to be used,
but the final decision was made to avoid the use of any manual controls to operate the
features. The first model which offered such atask sequence used acam which set and
released acam follower locking device (Figure 2.2.29). An off the shelf cupboard locking
device was used for the follower to functionally model the task sequence. The task
sequence, expanded to incude the mechanism's allocated tasks, follows:
1. User pulls up on the grip, it releases and aspring drives it up.
2. The cam follower locks at the risen height. The user can stand.
3. Once the user is sitting, to release the grip to lower it, the user pulls the grip up
past the risen height. This deactivates the cam follower in aposition such that it
can clear the risen height lock.
4. Near the armrest height position the cam follower is reactivated allowing it to
lock into the armrest height position, ready for the next chair rise.
This task sequence and this concept were followed by several more iterations
before the final sequence was developed. The task sequence for the armrest height
adjustment was also finali7ed at this point. This was outlined in section 2.2112.4. A
prototyped mechanism operated with this sequence.
Figure 2.2.29
-On lowering arm, this
slope resets pin back into
tension against cam surface
-Detent for holding arm in
lowered position
-Pin mechanism in tension
against cam surface as arm
Slope sets pin

rises

back to clear the
lock for return to

Lock for risen
position

lowered position
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5. Looking toward final Mechanism Design
Experiments with levers and off the shelf cabinetry mechanisms brought areturn
to the possibility of forward translation of the grip along with vertical translation.
Locking and releasing would still have to be allocated to the user or some mechanism.
The possible elimination of any such mechanisms was based upon ashortlived hope that
potential force vectors from the hand would prevent the grip from rotating back into the
lowered position. Ihoped that vertical forces would prevent rotation of the lever and
movement of the armrest but, infact, horizontal force would rotate the lever (and armrest)
back into the low position (Figure 2.2.30). Horizontal force could occur during chair rise
and chair entry. When entering the chair, rearward acting forces could rotate the lever
backward, causing the grip to drop back into the sitting elbow height position. This lack
of positive locking at the risen height could cause an accident or at least the loss of
confidence in the device.
Figure 2.2.30

Locking Mechanism
in Rear Track to

Fx

prevent accidental
release from Fx

Safe from
rotation only

if Fx=O.

A locking and releasing mechanism was designed to adetailed level for inclusion
in the slotted sliding portion of the armrest. Added to the lever concept above, it would
allow the user to stand and sit with complete confidence in the support offered by the
grip. It required the following task sequence:
1. Lift grip slightly releasing the grip to be driven forward and upward into the
locked risen height.
2. To bring the armrest back down, pull it forward and upward past the risen grip
position and then pull it back to the elbow height position.
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3. Push the grip down slightly to lock the grip in the elbow height position.
Ideally the design should completely lock out possible force vectors which could
inadvertantly release the grip from its position of support at the risen height. A return to
track-based motion would allow this without any locking/releasing mechanism. The track
path would allow the task sequence of the final model outlined' earlier in the document.
The track would be embodied in amoving guideblock in which astationary guidepin
would guide the motion (Figure 2.2.3 1) or in alow profile track attached to the inside of
the box which would steer amoving guide pin (Figure 2.2.32). The rear slotted track area
could provide the spring force and dampening. The guideblock or moving guidepin
hanger would fit into acutaway in the base when the grip was in the sitting position.
The height adjustment locking and releasing mechanism could fit between the box
and aslot cut into the base. The height adjustment is such that the cutaway is not
exposed at the highest setting. At this time an off the shelf height adjustment mechanism
was sourced from International Mechanical Instruments. It has the same functionality as
the designed prototype but also includes motion dampening. Its smooth running glassreinforced nylon and aluminum design fights 'racking' from off-centre pulling.
Detail design of the grip trajectory was accomplished on the computer. This also
resulted in design of the final trajectories for the guidetrack and guideblock concepts.
Many iterations were required to achieve the final trajectory which provides the feedback
described in section 2.2.iv.2. The front edges of the guideblock (concept 1) and guidepin
hanger (concept 2) had to be designed to prevent any gaps opening during their
movements. Gaps could provide pinch points and openings which might attract the
collection of refuse and burning cigarette butts.
Figure 2.2.31 Guideblock Concept
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Figure 2.2.34 How the Armrest can be used for Height Adjustment

Fy
Optional Finger Detents on Armrest

Fy here will not
release rising grip
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adjustment feature

With
Fx=O,
Rising Grip
does not
release

Design of seat height adjustment mechanisms was given little consideration.
However an easy to use mechanism (Figure 2.2.35) which threads into ahole drilled into
each of the four wooden legs of the Maven chair was designed. It offers the Task
Sequence outlined previously. The discreet steps make selection simple. A pathway track
was designed, which when machined into the central shaft, provides secure height
adjustment to three heights. Rotating the foot causes the shaft to extend to the next
highest position. A spring at the top of the shaft ensures this. The spring also tends to
securely rotate the shaft into the locked position. Limiting their extension to two or three
inches provides some seat height adjustability without compromising the appearance of
sturdiness too much.
The footpad could be ordered with ano-mar nylon or stainless steel glide surface,
arubber or urethane surface for traction on hard floors or atoothed surface for traction on
carpeted surfaces. Rotating the footpad on afinely threaded lower portion of the shaft
would offer achair leveling feature.
A working model was made with clear lexan for the shell. This illustrated the
concept clearly. The core was made from birch.
Application of gas springs as found in office chairs could also offer height
adjustment for chairs in the healthcare category as well. Further investigation into
methods of achieving seat height adjustment is recommended.
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Figure 2.2.35

Seat Height Mechanism
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6. Safety: The Possibility of Chair Tipping
Because the grip in the risen position is forward of the front leg, the application of
force on the risen grips creates arotational moment about the front leg of the chair (see
Figure 2.2.36). This is counteracted by the weight of the chair acting at its centre of
gravity. The user must feel secure when using the Rising Grip, that the chair is
completely stable. As determined by Schultz et al (
1992, p.1388), Old Unable users
apply the greatest force on the armrests when exiting achair. This was found to be 29%
of body weight. A minimum safety factor of two (2) was determined to be reasonable.
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Doubling the amount of anticipated applied force on the armrests (increasing the applied
force to 58% of body weight) and still ensuring that the chair would not tip for any
potential user achieved the sfatety factor.
Chair imbalance occurs when the sum of the chair's torque (given the negative
sign), and the applied torque (positive), about the pivot point is greater than zero. Using
body weight data from Pheasant for British Adults, 18-65, in Table 2.2.1 (since weights
of individuals over 65 years of age were not available), no user would have any
possibility of causing any chair imbalance (see Table 2.2. 1) if they applied 58% of their
body weight to the armrests. A 95 percentile male would have to apply over 85 percent of
his body weight to the armrests to cause any chair imbalance. This show asafety factor of
over three (3) even for this cohort. Figure 2.2.37 shows the effect of adding ashort
extension plate to the bottom of the front leg. The safety factor is doubled.

Table 2.2.1 Body Weight (from Pheasant, 1986,

British Adults 18-65
female
Mass ( kg)
male
Mass ( kg)

5th %ile
44.1
5th %ile
55.3

p.120)

(Mass in kg)
50th %ile

95th %ile

62.5
50th %ile

80.9
95th %ile

74.5

93.7

Table 2.2.2 Calculations Using 58% of Body Weight as Applied Force

Mass of Chair

20 kg

Distance of Centre of Mass from Pivot Point

.32m

Distance of Applied Force from Pivot Point

.08m

Torque from Chair mass ( Nm)

-62.72

Torque from Applied Force ( Nm) 58% bdy.wt.
5th %ile female

20.07

50th %ile female

28.45

95th %ile female

36.82

5th %ile male

25.17

50th %ile male

33.91

95 %ile male

42.65
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Figure 2.2.36 Chair Tipping Free Body Diagram

Force Applied by User
during Chair Rise

Jr

chair acting pivot

ab

Weight of
at Centre of Gravity

Figure 2.2.37 Effect of Foot Extension Plate
Chair Front Leg

Force from Chair Mass,
F2

a
Plate Glide Foot shortens lever bfrom 8cm to 4cm.
(Fl xb)

+(
F2

xa) <0for chair stability. F2 is negative.
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v. Proof of Concept Model
I. Introduction
The individual parts which comprise the Rising Grip/Adjustable Height armrest
have been prototyped to afully functioning level. These have been assembled into a
working proof-of-concept model (see Figure 2.2.38) as contracted in the MDP proposal.
These parts have been prototyped to aworking level only. Production level prototyping
would require many more design iterations by amanufacturer. Material strengths and
product stability would have to be investigated. Internal bracing would have to be
improved as the system is slightly unstable at the extremes of highest height adjustment
and with the grip in the risen position. An appearance model of the armrest which does
not function has been installed on one side of the Maven chair while the functioning
concept model has been installed on the other.

Figure 2.2.38
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In the General Assembly section, relationships of each of the parts to the others
will be explained with the aid of exploded view diagrams. A fold-out, dimensioned
General Assembly drawing is included in Appendix C. In the Production section each
part will be covered in the whichever of the following domains are appropriate:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Working model considerations
Dimensions, Clearances and Interferences
Suggested Materials and Manufacturing Processes
Manufacturing Assembly Considerations

These are only the most general production recommendations.

2. General Assembly

The parts of the armrest are (refer to Figure 2.2.40 and 2.2.41):
1. Base
2. Box
3. Trajectory Guide System
-Guideblock
-Guide Pin
4. Cover Panels
-Inside
-Outside
5. Cover Panel Hanger
6. Armrest
7. Rear Guide Track Assembly
-Rear Track Bearings
-Rear Guide Pin
-Spring
8. Box Covers
-Front
-Rear
9. Height Adjustment Detents
10. Armrest Attachment -Options
The base matches the shape and dimensions of the chair frame it sits upon. It
provides the foundation on which the armrest height mechanism is fastened to. The box
fits like asleeve over the base. It is attached to the base through the armrest height
mechanism. This is its only connection to the base making it free to rise and fall over the
base unit.

The armrest height mechanism provides the primary bearing system for

the movement required between the base and box; the fabric takes no bearing load and
basically fills the gap between the base and box. The armrest height mechanism fits in a
cutout on the inside surface of the base. The armrest height mechanism is located so that
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the arm is balanced front to back. This ensures that the height adjustable components of
the arm descend smoothly and do not cause binding or 'racking' in the height adjustment
mechanism.
The Trajectory Guide system involves astationary guide pin and amoving
guideblock which houses guide tracks in either side. The guide pins are attached to the
inside of the box and the guideblock assembly is attached to the cover panel hanger.
Alternately the Trajectory Guide system could use the moving guide pin/stationary guide
track concept outlined in the section 2.2.iv.5 (see Figure 2.2.32). Further development by
amanufacturer would determine which system to use.
The cover panels are attached to the cover panel hanger which is attached to the
underside of the armrest and the top of the guideblock.
The rear guide track assembly constrains the back of the armrest horizontally
along the top of the box as the grip end of the armrest rises and moves forward along its
trajectory. The rear guide pin is attached to the cover panel hanger and passes through the
rear guide bearings. The spring is stretched between the rear guide pin and abox
reinforcement gusset or cross member.
The rear box cover prevents any hazardous openings being exposed as the rear of
the armrest slides forward while the grip rises through its trajectory. The front box cover
makes an interface with the front edge of the moving guideblock assembly, again
preventing any hazardous openings.
Finger detents are milled into the exposed underside of the armrest. They provide
tactile guidance for grip on the armrest in order to operate the height adjustment
mechanism (see Figure 2.2.39).

Figure 2.2.39 Armrest Detents for Height Adjustment

Detents to grasp armrest for height adjustment.
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Fasteners to attach Cover Panel hanger to the Guideblock

lb. Rear Guidepin

over Panel Hanger
Gusset

7c. Spring
7a. Rear Track Bearings

AGuidetrack is molded on
either side of the Guideblock
3a. Guideblock

4. Outside Cover Panel
-attaches to the Cover Panel Hanger

o

2

4. Inside Cover Panel and Armrest Board
A Guidetrack is on either
side of the Guideblock
8a. Front Box Cover

cutout

V.
Armrest Height Adjustment Mechanism
fits into the cutout, attaches to the Base and the Box
-

Reveals match the appearance of the chair

Figure 2.2.41 Exploded View of Arm (viewed from the inside)

/

3. Production Recommendations

1. Base

1. General Description
The base is to be made of solid hardwood to match the chair frame. It would have
a cutout to accommodate the height adjustment mechanism. It has alarge notch in its top
to accommodate the guideblock when the armrest is in its lower position.

2. Manufacturing Processes
The base will be made of hardwood boards. Construction will mimic the
intersections of reveals found in the original arm (see Figure 2.2.41). The front and back
are to have their grains aligned vertically, and the middle section is to be aligned
horizontally. The pieces can be cut with standard woodworking machinery. Radii on
edges to be applied prior to assembly.

Figure 2.2.42
Radiused reveals match
existing chair theme

Cutout for height
adjustment mechanism

Parallelogram section
members

Notch for guideblock
Threaded insert for mounting

3. Assembly and Fm1SbJ.Ug

Dowels or biscuit joiners are to be used to align the separate pieces prior to
bonding with wood adhesive. The finish is to be clear lacquer as with the other chair
frame parts.
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2. Box

1. General Descriptior
The Box of the prototype is made of 20 gauge hot-rolled sheet metal. For weight
reduction and corrosion resistance, sheet aluminum should be used in the production
model Two sections, the inside and the outside are attached at the ends.

2. Manufacturing Processes
CNC sheet metal bending processes will assure accuracy in dimensions and bends
to .005 inch. The two pieces are to be bent and punched then rosette welded together at
the ends with aspreader jig clamped between assuring the correct separation of the two
parts.

3. Assembly and Finishing
If amanufacturer wanted to use sheet metal for the box it would have to be
powder-coated to prevent rusting due to inevitable steam cleaning of the fabric applied to
the box. Thin padding is to be adhesively applied to the box and then the fabric cover is
to be wrapped around the top and bottom edges of the box and adhesively fastened inside.
Upholstery jigs which grab the fabric are to press into the top and bottom of the box to
tension the fabric over the padding and they would press against the bonded area to
ensure good adhesion.

Figure 2.2.43

I

weld

/

two pieces

/

1
hole for Guidepin

hole for crossbrace

crossbraces

slot for rear track guide

holes for mounting handle
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3. Trajectory Guide System

1. General Descrjtio
The guideblock is to be made from glass reinforced injection-molded nylon. This
would provide astrong, self-lubricated sliding part. It is to fill the inside width of the box.
The guideblock could use awebbed design to provide strength without the need for a
solid design. Or it could involve less expensive guide tracks placed ma block of
structural foam. The guide pins are to be nylon and run in the guide track. In the working
model they are attached with screws from the outside of the box. They are threaded
internally for this.

2. Manufacturin2 Processes
The guideblock is an injection-molded part of glass-reinforced nylon or similar
reinforced or structural plastic material. The guideblock for the model was made of two
sheets of HDPE (High Density Polyethylene) plastic with an MDF core. The guide tracks
were CNC milled into the plastic sheets and the entire laminated slab was shaped to the
profile of the guideblock. The front edge profile was designed to prevent any gap from
appearing beteween it and the front box cover.

Figure 2.2.44
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4. Cover Panels

1. General Description
The inside cover panel could be made from formed plastic (as in the model) or
laminated veneers.The outside cover panel is made from baltic birch plywood with a
surface of veneer to match the frame.

2. Manufacturing Processes
The inside cover panels could be cut with arouter if from veneers or diecut if
from plastic. Outside cover panels are cut with awoodworking shaper.
3. Assembly and Finishing
The inside panel is to be upholstered and attached to the armrest with plug-in
fasteners. A thin foam cushioning is to be applied to the panel with adhesive and the
upholstery is to be applied over this and then wrapped around the edges of the cover
panel and adhesively fixed to the back of the panel. Very short staples may be used
instead of adhesive. The outside panel is to be veneered with hardwood to match the chair
frame. The panels are visible in Figure 2.2.45. The inside panel on the far arm is white
(shown without upholstery). It wraps up onto the armrest to provide cushioning for the
elbow and forearm. The veneered outside cover panel is shown on the near arm in Figure
2.2.45.

S. Cover Panel Hanger

1. General Description

The cover panel hanger is to be asheet aluminum channel which forms the
structural member that the guideblock hangs from, the armrest sits on, and the rear guide
pin passes through (to constrain the back of the armrest in ahorizontal motion).
2. Materials and Manufacturing Processes
A rectangular piece of sheet aluminum is to be bent on asheet metal brake to form
the channel. The appropriate mounting holes are to be drilled or punched in it prior to
bending (or after if adrilling jig is made).
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Figure 2.2.45

6. Armrest

1. General Descriptio
The armrest is to be made from solid hardwood.

2. Materials and Manufacturing Processes
The armrest can be made with standard woodworking machinery. Jigs would have
to be constructed to hold the hardwood for some of the angled cuts and curved cuts.

3. Assembly and Finishing
Whatever finish is ordered by the customer would be applied. The working model
armrest was made from MDF and was quite rough. The armrest on the appearance model
was made of European Beechwood and was finished with clear urethane as was the
original chair frame.
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7. Rear track Assembly

1. General Desciiptioi
The rear tracks would snap into slots cut into the box. They provide abearing
surface for the rear guide pin (vertical load) and cover panel hanger (horizontal load). The
spring was attached to the rear guide pin and the central brace in the working model. The
working model used HDPE sheet with slots milled for the vertical load-bearing surface.
The horizontal load was taken by nylon washers between the cover panel hanger and the
box.

Figure 2.2.46

Cross section of Rear Track Assembly
--'

Armrest
Cbver Panel Hanger
Rear Box Cover
Rear Guide Pin
Rear Guide Tracks
(snap-in place)
Box
Outside Cover Panel
Inside Cover Panel

I

Snap- in Guide tracks (elevation view)
2. Materials and Manufacturing Processes
The rear tracks (or bearings) are to be injection molded glass-reinforced nylon.
The Rear guide pin is made from apair of bolts which thread together ion the prototype.

3. Assembly
The rear guide pin halves pass through holes in the cover hanger, into the rear
tracks (bearings) and screw together. Adjusting the tightness of the rear guide pin adjusts
the friction damping of the rear track assembly. Damping ensures that the spring will not
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drive the armrest forward violently. The rear track guides (
bearings) snap into slots cut
into box.

8. Box Top Covers

1. General Descriptiou
The box top covers close the top of the box. The front cover provides asmall gap
between the front edge of the guideblock to prevent any dangerous pinch points or gaps
which could collect refuse or combustibles such as cigarette butts.

2. Materials and Manufacturing Processes
The box top covers are to be injection molded plastic parts. The tooling costs for
simple parts such as these is low enough to justify small production runs.

3. Assembly
The box top covers would snap into slots punched into the box.

Figure 2.2.47
Box covers shown installed in box

Box Cover ( Rear)

D

A. '

Clips snap into holes punched in box edge

9. Height Adjustment Handle Detents

1. General Description
The milled detents provide agrip on the underside of the armrest for armrest
height adjustment (see Figure 2.2.39).
2. Materials and Manufacturing Processes
The detents are to be machined into the armrest using awood shaper bit on atable
router.
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10. Armrest Attachment Options

1. General Description
A number of options could be used to attach the armrest to the frame. The
simplest is apair of screws which are counterbored into the bottom of the chair frame
side member (see Figure 2.2.42). The next is apair of wing-headed or knobbed bolts for
semi-quick release of the armrests. The best in terms of caregiver efficiency would be a
quick-release handle which would release the arms with asimple throw of the handle.
These could all be offered as aseries of optional upgrades.

Figure 2.2.48

11. Armrest height adjustment devices

1. IMI device
The height adjustment device used in this MDP design is from International
Mechanical Instruments of High Point, North Carolina. It is available in two height
ranges: three inches and five inches. See Figure 2.2.33 for adrawing of it. Its patented
track provides the task sequence described earlier in section 2.2.iii.2.4.
2. !nstallatio
The device would be ordered with holes drilled in the locations shown instead of
the slots on the sample provided. The nylon portion is to be screwed into the base and the
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aluminum part is to be riveted into the box with low-profile rivets. Model construction
shows that the tolerances between the two parts is poor. Ten thousanths of an inch shims
inserted in two dimensions were required to reduce slop at the armrest grip. It should be
specified with required tolerances from manufacturer.

12. Seat Height adjustment device

1. General
The seat height adjustment device is shown in Figure 2.2.35. It is designed to a
conceptual level only. Prototyping would be required to bring it to amanufacturable level
of design.
2. Materials and Manufacturing Processes
The parts are all from metal using various techniques appropriate for each part.
3. Insertion into the chair leg
The threads at the bottom of the shell engage the wood leg and stabilize the device
within the chair leg.
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track provides the task sequence described earlier in section 2.2.iii.2.4.
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The device would be ordered with holes drilled in the locations shown instead of
the slots on the sample provided. The nylon portion is to be screwed into the base and the
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aluminum part is to be riveted into the box with low-profile rivets. Model construction
shows that the tolerances between the two parts is poor. Ten thousanths of an inch shims
inserted in two dimensions were required to reduce slop at the armrest grip. It should be
specified with required tolerances from manufacturer.
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The seat height adjustment device is shown in Figure 2.2.35. It is designed to a
conceptual level only. Prototyping would be required to bring it to amanufacturable level
of design.
2. Materials and Manufacturing Processes
The parts are all from metal using various techniques appropriate for each part.
3. Insertion into the chair leg
The threads at the bottom of the shell engage the wood leg and stabilize the device
within the chair leg.
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3.1 MDP Summary
This MDP has presented the case for armrest-based assisted chair rise as aconcept
which could make chair rise easier and safer for those with chair rise difficulty. It adds to
the pallette of assistive concepts and does not attempt to replace the existing ones (although
it may displace rising seat solutions somewhat). That chair rise is aproblem is well
documented, included in this MDP is areminder of this problem and why it occurs. The
armrest as important to chair rise has been isolated by many previous researchers. Falling
and balance problems associated with aging and specifically the chair rise have been shown
to isolate the elderly who suffer these symptoms. The synthesis of these issues into the
Rising Grip Solution to chair rise is that which makes this MDP concept original. This
invention is the substance of the project. Providing safety and support through to stable
standing along with reduce lower limb torques is the ultimate aim of the concept. Even if it
only provides support through to stable standing for some users, with minimal joint torque
reduction, it should be considerd auseful addition to the range of assistive concepts.
Research by biomechanical engineers or other specialists could accurately quantify
the benefits and develop more meaningful dimensions for Risen Grip Height. Testing in the
laboratory and in anursing home is recommended prior to commercialization of the
concept.
The Case Study, integrating the concept into an existing product, showed how
broadly applicable the concept could be. In seaching for an appropriate mechanism, many
alternatives were developed which could be used in other existing chairs or original chairs.
The Case Study resulted in aworking proof-of-concept model and an appearance model for
the Maven chair by Brayton International. Further refinement would be required to bring
the prototype to production quality although the mechanism concepts are valid.
The appearance model (see Figure 2.1.1) integrates the Rising Grip Solution into
the Maven chair in subtle way which respects the original aesthetic, yet warms the design
from its slightly institutional look and feel. The front edge of the outside cover panel adds a
decorative flourish reminiscent of any number of historical styles of furniture, and it also
serves asemantic function, illustrating the functionality of the rising grip. The chair
provides assistance in adignifying manner. A user is not reminded of their problem, and
visitors are not confronted with 'equipment' where they expect to see furniture.
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Appendix A- Available Joint Torques from Schultz et al
(1992,

p.

1389)

Joint Torque Strengths ( Nm)
Young AdultYoung Adult
Females

Data Source

Males

Old
Female

Old
Males

S

Ankle Dorsiflexors
oberg et al ( 1987)

98

Sepicetal ( 1986)

88

156

92

148

Whipple et at ( 1987) f
all ers *

2

Whipple et al ( 1987)

8

con troll er
s*

Ankle plantarfiexors
Oberg et at ( 1987)

376

Gerdle and Fugl-Meyer ( 1985)
Falkel(1978)

116

174

Sepicetal ( 1986)

200

258

156

278

164

262

Whipple et al ( 1987) f
alle rs *

11

Whipple et al ( 1987) controllers*

32

Knee Flexors
Knapic et at ( 1983)

174

290

Borges ( 1989)

200

310

Murray etal(1985a)

156

130

218

100

Whipple et al ( 1987) fallers*

30

Whipple et at ( 1987)

62

controllers*

Knee Extensors
Knapic et al ( 1983)

320

Dannenskoid et al ( 1984)

500
150

Aniansson ( 1980)
Borges ( 1989)

366

Murray et al (1985a)

352

578

240
216

382

256

376

220

Whipple et at ( 1987) fallers*

52

Whipple et al ( 1987)

90

co ntrollers*
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Joint Torque Strengths (Nm)
Young AdultYoung Adult
Data Source

Females

Males

Old
Female

Old
Males

$

Hip Flexors
Markhede and Grimby ( 1980)
Calahan ( 1989)

240
132

216

102

178

100

208

76

168

106

160

70

148

Shoulder Flexors
Murray et al (1985b)
Shoulder Extensors
Murray et al (1985b)

Strengths are for both sides totalled
Isometric or low-speed isokinetic strengths
Young mean age 25-30 years
Old mean age 60-80 years
*

Isokinetic strengths of Nursing Home Residents
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Appendix B- Chair Dimensions and Selection Data
1. Chair selection information from Christensen ( 1990)
Table A. Selection Ratios
Chair Sizes
percentage of
no. of

persons accom- chairs

to

modated in the

be selected

A

B

C

D

E

selection

Five chairs

x

x

x

x

x

92%

Four chairs

x

x

x

x

91%

Four chairs

x

x

x

x

91%

Four chairs

x

x

x

x

91%

Three chairs

x

x

x

90%

Three chairs

x

x

90%

x

Table B. Approximate Lounge Chair Size Dimensions
Low

Intermediate

Intermediate

High

High

Dimensions

Narrow

Narrow

Wide

Narrow

Wide

lninches

A

B

C

0

E

Seat Height

15-16

16-17

16-17

17-18

17-18

Seat Depth

18

18

18

19

19

Seat Width

17-20

17-20

18-22

17-20

18-22

Backrest Ht. 27-31

27-31

31-34

27-31

31-34

Armrest Ht.

8-10

8-10

8-10

8-

Armrest Len. 18

18

20

18

20

Armrest Ht.

25-26

25-26

27-28

27-28

7-9

to seat
24-25

to floor
Seat slope

7-10 for all sizes
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2. Chair Dimensions from Panero and Zelnick, 1979 (as cited in
Zacharkow, 1988).
Table C. Selected Anthr000metric Dimensions for Chair Design
Men

Women

Percentile

Percentile

5

95

5

95

In Inches

A

B

C

D

Popliteal (Seat Height)

15.5

19.3

14

17.5

17.3

21.6

17

21

(Armrest Height)

7.4

11.6

8.1

11.0

Shoulder Height

21

25

18

25

Dimensions

Buttock- Popliteal
(Seat Depth)

Elbow Height

Table D. Selected Anthropometric Dimensions (
Pheasant, 1986)
Anthropometric estimates for ' Elderly People'
Selected
Dimensions

Men

Women

5th

50th

95th

5th

50th

95th

1 Stature

1515

1640

1765

1400

1515

1630

3 Shoulder Height

1225

1345

1465

1130

1235

1340

640

715

785

610

680

745

160

215

270

150

205

255

410

470

530

405

460

515

16 Popliteal Height

365

415

470

330

380

430

22 Shoulder-Elbow

305

345

380

280

310

345

23

Elbow-Fingertip

410

450

485

370

405

440

25

Shoulder-Grip

570

625

685

510

565

620

30 Foot Length

225

250

275

200

225

245

33

805

890

975

720

800

880

(mm)

6 Knuckle Height
11

Sitting Elbow Ht

14 Buttock
-Popliteal

Elbow Span
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Table E

Anthropometric estimates for British Adults Aged 65-80
Selected

Men

Dimensions

Women

5th

50th

95th

5th

50th

95th

1 Stature

1575

1685

1790

1475

1570

1670

3 Shoulder Height

1280

1380

1480

1190

1280

1375

670

730

795

645

705

760

175

220

270

165

210

260

430

485

535

430

480

525

Popliteal Height

385

425

470

355

395

440

22 Shoulder-Elbow

320

350

385

295

320

350

23

425

460

490

390

420

450

25 Shoulder-Grip

595

645

695

540

590

635

30 Foot Length

235

255

280

210

230

250

33

840

915

985

760

830

900

(mm)

6 Knuckle Height
11

Sitting Elbow Ht

14 Buttock
-Popliteal
15

Elbow -Fingertip

Elbow Span

Table F
Armrest Dimensions collected by Wardell ( 1991)
Height from
Chair Seat
ANSI
BS5940
CEN
CGSB
CSA
DIN
SS
Humanscale
Panero

7.87-9.84
8.27-9.84
7.87-9.84
7.87-9.84
8.27-9.84
8.27-9.84
47.09-9.84
7.87-9.84

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

Height from
Chair Seat
20-25 cm
21-25cm
20-25 cm
20-25 cm
21-25 cm
21-25 cm
18-25 cm
20-25 cm

Width
between Armrests Width
43 cm mm.
4 cm mm.
46 cm mm.
20 cm mm.
20 cm
46-50 cm
4
4 cm mm.
45 cm mm.
15 mm.
4 cm mm.
45 cm mm.
15 mm.
48-50
cm
20-28 cm mm.
4
46 cm mm.
20 cm
15-21 cm
48-56 cm
6-9cm
46-51 cm

L

Length
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Appendix C Dimensioned General Arrangement Drawing
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Appendix D

-

"if this ain't data it will have to do- until the real

thing comes along"

*

*(Pheasant, 1986, p.69)

1. Experiment Relating Armrest Force to Armrest Height
Table 1.
RAW CALIBRATION DATA
PoundsForce

Trial # 1

Trial #2

2.9
3.6
4.2
4.35
4.42
4.45

30
40
50
60
70
80

Trial #3

2.7
3.5
3.9
4.25,
4.35
4.45

MEAN

3.1
3.7
4.1
4.35
4.45
4.5

2.90
3.60
4.07
4.32
4.41
4.47.

S.D.
0.14
0.10
0.15
0.06
0.05
0.03

Graph 1
Calibration Curve of Armrest Force Jig
y= - 1.5112

20

30

40

+

0.2164x -0.0026xA2

50
60
PoundsForce

70

+

1.093e-5xA3

80

R= 1.00

90

121

Switching the axes allowed an curve fit using Cricket Graph software. Solve for x
(PoundsForce) knowing y, or make volts the independent variable and solve graphically
from the following graph. Pounds Force
figures in Table 2are graphically picked off of the following calibration curve.

Graph 2
Calibration Curve
90

80

PoundsForce

70
60
50

40
30
20
2

3

Volts

4

5
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Table 2.
Force on armrests for One Subject
Plus 200mm
Plus 100mm
Rise Attempt # Elbow Height
2.7
3.1
1
3.5
2.3
3.3.
2
3
2.4
2.8
3
3.6
2.4
2.8
3.7
4
2.5
2.4
5
3.5
2.6
3.4
4
6
2.5
2.8
7
3.3
2.7
2.9
4.1
8
3
4
3
9
2.6
3.1
3.5
10
25.7
29.6
36.2
Sum
2.57
2.96
3.62
Average
27
32
41
Pounds
15.43
18.29
23.43
%bodywt
175
bodywt
175
175
.
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Appendix E- Additional Feature Concepts
1. Introduction
Some additional chair features presented themselves as solutions to user needs.
They were not perhaps relevant to the main thrust of this MD? but are intersting and
somewhat related to the problems of seating for the elderly.

2.. Table Use Considerations
Norton et al (
1975, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988, p.229) stressed the need for
removeable armrests to facilitate transfer. An armrest could accommodate varying table
interfaces by dropping the height adjustable arms to their lowest setting. An additional
feature which would not require that the armrest height be reset after every table use
could move the armrest back or down avoiding interference with the table. If this does not
provide the needed clearance then the table should be looked at as an inappropriate
furniture item for the setting and be replaced.
The same considerations given to wheelchair-table interface must be given to the
chair-table interface. Tables designed for use in institutional settings are designed to
maximize leg and chair clearance. The American Occupational Therapy Association
(AOTA, 1983 as cited in Christenson, 1990,

p.

99) has developed architectural standards

for accessibility and has recommended 29 inches of clearance under atable surface for
wheelchairs. While this clearance consideration can often be assumed to exist in
institutional settings, it is not always so in the home or in Seniors' Lodges where a
'Homelike' setting has been established by the use of domestic rather than institutional
furnishings. Therefore the armrest should move back or down out of the way to allow the
user to be close enough to the table to eat or play cards while still receiving support from
the chair's posture supporting features in the backrest. The less mobile elderly require
support to accommodate poor trunk strength (Holden, Fernie, and Lunau, 1988,
Christenson ( 1990,

p.

p.

283).

99) suggested that there will be other problems associated with

table-based activities though because of the 29 inch clearance. Because normal chairs are
generally lower than wheelchairs, many ambulatory users will find this clearance
requirement results in atable which is too high for comfortable use during eating or
recreational activities.
Snyder and Ostrander ( 1972, as cited in Zacharkow, 1988,

p.

232) emphasized the

importance of the chair-table interface. They stated that the user must be able to get close
to the table:
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1. There will be agreater amount of personalized social interaction during ameal
served at tables that have aproper chair-table fit, than at those that do not.
2. There will be more negative affect in asituation than agood fit situation.
3. There will be more food eaten where there is agood fit than where there is a
misfit situation.
4. There will be more anxiety and/or stress behaviour where chair and table do not
fit than where there is agood fit.
5. Different amounts of time devoted to eating and to verbal socializing will be
found between fit and misfit seating arrangements.
6. The chair-table relationship is particularly important in dining rooms, recreation
rooms, and therapy spaces where atable is essential to the performance of the
activity.

3. Automatic Feature Concepts
1 . Automatic Seat Height Selection
The seat pressure studies of Bush ( 1969,

p.

213) which showed how the thighs

take more of the users weight when the feet are on the floor while sitting suggested an
automatic height adjustment concept. Upon sitting down on aseat which is initially too
high, the seat could descend to the correct height on ahydraulic cylinder. When the feet
land, they would take some of the user's weight and the pressure in the hydraulic circuit
would drop. Then the cylinder would lock stopping the descent at the correct height. The
hydraulic connection between the two sides of the piston in the cylinder would be
through an external connecting hose. In this hose would be apressure sensor and avalve.
A mechanical or electronic pressure sensor would sense the change in pressure and close
the valve, stopping the descent. The problems previously discussed, associated with chair
entry into aseat that is too high, would be present though. A very shallow seat depth
would allow this solution to work.
2. Automatic Spring Tension Adj
ustment for aTitter Chair Mechanism
The torque required to tighten atypical spring tilt mechanism in an office chair is
often beyond the capacity of healthy adults. The aged would not be likely to want to or be
able to adjust such asystem. A powered adjustment system would take alarge amount of
power to adjust atypical chair tilt tension spring. To avoid connection with household
A.C. power abattery system would be required. Such asystem which operates
independently of household power is inherently alow- power system, unable, without
large batteries to provide the power to adjust atilt mechanism. Alternative ways one
could adjust aspring must therefore be examined.
A viable system uses atorsion-bar style spring anchored to the chair frame at
either end. The tilting chair seat is attached to the torsion bar at avariable distance from
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its ends. The engagement of the seat to the torsion bar is done with aseries of low power
solenoid-driven pins. A small battery could be used and constantly recharged with asolar
panel placed somewhere on the chair disguised as adecorative feature. Initially the tilt
function is locked out by asimilar pin which engages the seat to the chair frame. At this
interface the user is weighed by apiezoelectric sensor in the pin or its seat. The correct
distance along the torsion bar to engage the seat to the torsion bar is then calculated by a
one-chip microcomputer and the appropriate solenoid engages the seat to the torsion bar.
The more toward the centre of the torsion bar the engagement occurs, the longer the
effective torsion bar and the lighter the spring tension. Then the pin which restricted the
tilt function can be withdrawn and the chair will tilt.

3. Automatic Seat Depth Selection
The problems of popliteal interference and lack of backrest support associated
with atoo deep seat or the lack of support provided by atoo short seat could be cured
with an adjustable depth seat. Various mechanisms could be devised to manually set the
depth, but asystem which automatically sets the depth would avoid any caregiver or user
input.
If the seat were to be installed on slides similar to those found on drawers, and the
seat were tilted back slightly, when the user sat upon the seat it would slide backward
until their back contacted the backrest. Light springs would drive the seat forward after
the user leaves the chair. This would ready the chair seat for the next user.

4. Alternative Fulcrum Points for aTilter Chair
The ideal tilt fulcrum point was investigated in the early stages of this MDP as
well. Modelling of aseated figure with computer animation showed that typical tilter
mechanisms cause the feet to lift from the ground upon tilting back in the chair. This has
been apparent to office chair manufacturers for years. Only recently have North
American office chair manufacturers offered so-called 'knee-tilt' mechanisms although
Ahrend of the Netherlands patented such adevice in the early fifties (Ahrend promotional
material). The fulcrum point has been moved forward toward the knee in these devices
but they still do not solve the problem. Simple two-dimensional animations of seated
figures showed that a virtual pivot point at the user's knee may be agood idea, but that
after very few degrees of tilt interference with the seat edge on the back of the calf
occurs. The ankle joint is the best place for the chair's pivot point. The feet can stay in
one place during the tilt function and the ankles' simply flex or extend and there is no
possibility of interference on the back of the calf.
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